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Bachelors degree revision
affects basic requirements
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Fa ll's f inally falling
AFTER WEEKS OF WA RM aunmer-llke -tflw, 1tle •mpereture bepn
hilling thil week Just to remind evwyone th8t It ,..lly II November.

Lecture series started
to honor A.W. Barkley
A lecture series named ln
honor of the late Alben W.
Barkley of Paducah, who served
as U.S. vice president and as a
U. S . s enator and U.S .
representative from Kentucky,
has been established at Murray
State.
The board of regents voted
unanimously Saturday to begin
the " Alben W. Barkley
Distinguished Lecture Series" as
a permanent event on the
campus with one lecture to be
delivered each semester.
Recommended by the
Faculty-Student Lecture and
Concert Committee, the series is
based primarily on the idea of
having well-known statesmen
and political figures on the
campus to speak on topics of
oaUonal and international
interest.
Empbwlng the need for
people of stature as speakers, the

recommendation suaested the

Mriea be inauturated by inviting
President Nixon, former
President Lyndon Johnson,
former vice pretident Hubert
Humphrey, U.S. Sen. Edmund
Muskle or former Secretary of
State Dean Rusk to the campus
as the fllSt speaker.
Bar kley, •Ice president
during the term of President
Harry S. Truman, was serving his
fifth term ln the U.S. Senate
when he died in 1956. He also
served six terms In the House o f
Representatives, a total of 42
years of service in the legislative
and executive b ranches of the
u.s. eovernment.
Known for hls quick wit, his
style as a raconteur, and his
voluminous repertoire of
anecdotes, Barkley was in great
demand as a speaker during his
entire career of 'a half century in
elective public otnce.

A major revision of the
general requli'ement.s for a
bachelors degree at Murray State
was finalized Monday by the
University Curriculum
Committee and has been
announced by Dr. William G.
Read , vice-president for
academic affairs.
(See chart below for the basic
requirements.)
The most obvious changes
in these new requirements are
that only one literature course is
now required, a mandatory
course in biological sciences has
been· eliminated, the science and
mathematics requirement In the
liberal arts degrM has been
reduced from 16 to 12 semester
hours, the social science
requirement has been modified
to eliminate mandatory counes
in history, and the health and
physical education requirement
(Health 191 and two activity
courses) has been eliminated.
All baccilaweate degrees
will now require only an area or
a major and a minor. A student
may earn the bachelor of arts
degree by taking from six to 14
semester hours of a foreign
.
language.
Notlng the changes are the
first adopted in general
education requirements slnce
1959, Dr. Read said there have
been several requests for
chanees. The Task Force on
Growth created last year
recommended that " general
degree requirements be
examined and reviewed."
Also abolished by the
Curriculum Committee was the
requirement of an 18-hour block

of an elective subject or subjects
to oe subs tituted when
professional education courses
are not taken and teacher
certification is not desired.
These proposals were drawn
up and presented by a
subcommittee of the Curriculum
Committee. The subcommittee
was headed by Dr. W.E.
Blackburn, dean of arts and
sciences.
Also on the subcommittee
were Dr. Guy Battle, English
department chairman; Wilson
Gantt, J'eilstrar; Dr. Charles
Homra, psycholol)' department
.. _.__ o
al
C1.uuu nan; r. C. D e Lemons,
industrial education department
chairman; Dr. James Matthai,
geology department chairman;
Dr. Pete Panzera, chemistry and
geology department chalnnan;
Dr. Joe N. Prince, dean of fine
arts; and Dr. William Seale,

Bachelor of music degree
requirements will remain the
same as they are in this year's
University catalog. Bachelor of
music education degree
requirements are subject to the
new revision.

BASIC REQUIREMENTS
Communications and Humanities- 18 semester hours
6 hours Composition
3 hours literature
9 hours selected from no less than two of the following: Art,
Music, Drama, Speech, Journalism, Philosophy, literature,
Religion, Foreign l anguage
II. Mathematics and Science·-12 semester hours selected from no
less than two of the three fields: Biological Science Phvsical
Science (Astronomy , Chemistry, Geology, ' Physics},
Mathematics
Ill . Social Science-·12 hours selected from the following with no
more than six in any one category applicable to this
requirement: Economics, Geography, History, Political Science,
SociologyI Anthropology
IV. Three semester hours from any subject not listed above
TOTAl : 45 semester hours
Additional requirements for B.A. degree- 14 semester hours or the
equivalent in a Foreign Language
I.

AND 81 LL OF RIGHTS

Regents reject 2 resolutions
Three Student Government
proposals were rejected by the
Mumy State Board of Relents
last Saturday. The propoeals
included two resolutions and a
student but of rights.
The ftrst resolution asked
that the Regents grant a full

scholarship during the summer
session to the president of the
Student CouncU. This acUon
wou ld compel the Student
Council president to enroll In
summer school.
Recent Jospeh Whittle felt
the Board would poasibly favor a
summer term scbolarshlp it It
did not mate attending summer
school mandatory for the
student president.
Also rejected wss the
proposal that the student
activity fee be raised a minimum
of $17.50 per semester, with
$15 of the increase to be
allocated to the concert, lecture,
and Insight fund , and the
remaining $2.50 to be allocated
to the student organization
general fund.
It was the consensus of the
Regents that they would be
willing to consider a " more
reallstlc" ftgure.
Ph o torraphy and
ed1tlng In the supplement
are the work of Bill
Bartleman, senior from
Chalfont, Pa., who is
photography editor of the

l'bo&o b., BiD Batle-

THE NEW PRESS IN THE GENERAL SERVICES
BUI LOING begen rolling off copies of the Murray State
News fOf' the first time this week. Tht four unit G011

marketing department chairman.
The changes in the
requirements are effective
immediately.
Dr. Blackburn prefaced the
subcommittee proposals with
the statement, "We undertook
to modify our existing general
educstion requirements In order
to facilitate transfer of students
from community colleges, to
provide greater nexibility in
meeting these requirements, to
simplify the requirements for all
degrees by devising a common
list of general requirements, and
to provide greater opportunity
for elective courses.••

Community Pres will be u-.d to print the Mur'*'f Sr.te
News • weft • all other m8twlal published by the
Unlvwslty.

NEWS.

~ntiy, the activity fee is
$2.50 per 1emester, with one
dollar going to the Student
Government and $1.50 allocated
to the special activities fund.
Morehead State University
thJs year bas adopted a $10
activity fee on an experimental
trial basis.
The proposed student bill of
rights was rejected as being "too
vague." It is composed of six
articles and 10 sections and was
to be included as an amendment
to the Student Government
constitution.
Members of the Board
expressed the opinion that the
bill was not stated in enough
detail to be able to be
interpreted without difficulty.
However, the Regents, as a
whole, found no quarrel with
the general idea of a bill of rights
for students.
It was sugested that the
Student Government rewrite the
proposal with .faculty and legal
assistance and then submit It
again to the Board of Regents.
The two resolutions and the
bill of rights were presented to
the Regents by student
representative to the Board,

IContinued on P• 141

WELCOME BACK ALUMNI

Fridliy, N_.,._ 5, 1971

A ustralian vi s its MS U wbile
on tour tbru t en countries
Doctor Gerald Milner, from
Western Australia ,
knownlnternatl o naUy as a
research psychiatrist and an
authority on drugs and alcohol,
has spent the past week on the
MSU campus.
He is on a Winston Churchill
Memorial Trust Traveling
Fellowship whlchenabtes him to
visit and observe drug and
alcohol education and treatment
activities throughout the world.

GERALD MILNER (C41nter), Perth, Wen.n
Austnllia, visits on the Murray SUite University campus
Oct. 31-Nov. 6 observing drug and alcohol edumion
end treetment ac:tivltles It MSU. With him are from left

DR.

During his visit here Doctor
Milner observed work being
done by the Murray State Center
for Alcohol Education, lectured
to classes in nursing, and gave a
lecture and showed slides
Monday evening for interested
sociology and social work
students.

Globettl.
ptyehotow:
Marlo Horner, a junior from Ntbo; and Dennis Bailey, a
~~nior from Frankfort. During his visit, Dr. Milner wm
lecture to c l - In nursing and .oc:loiOfV.
•
(Photo by Wilton Woolley)

Dr.

He has done extensive work

in the area o f the use and abuse
of psychotropic drugs. Doctor
Milner is also interested in the
interaction between alcohol and
prescription drugs and their
effects on drivers.
While in Kentucky, Doctor
Milner will also visit the National
Institute of Mental Health
clinical research center on drugs
at Lexington.
A native of Great Britain
and a graduate of Manchester
University, Doctor Milner has
lived in Australia for the past
eight years and served on the
staU of Claremont Hospital, as a
clinical team leader and research
psychiatrist since 1964. Among
the honors he has received is the
Evans Jones Memorial Prize, a
triennial award of the Australian
and New Zealand College of
Psychiatrists in 1970.

AT NEWS AND SHI ELD BANQUET

Murray firms rescue
War correspondent to speak
Miss MSU Pageant
ot

Don Whitehead, winner
two Pultlzer Prizes, will be the
princ ipal speaker at the
Homecoming Banquet of the
past statts ot the Shield and
News on Nov. 5. A plaque will
be presented at the banquet in
recognition or Mr. Whitehead's
brother, the late C. Kyle
Whitehead, first Instructor or
journalism at Murray State,
according to Mancil Vinson,
director of Alumni Affairs.
Whitehead is noted tor his
work as a wartime
correspondent. As a reporter ·
during World War II, be covered
several of the strategic
movements and engagements in
and around Europe. Among
them was the drive against
Rommel in the Western Desert
and the invasions In Sicily and at .
Anzio In Italy.
In 1950, Mr. Whitehead
received his first Pulitzer Prize
ror his coverage of the Korean
The Wildlife Soc iety
members will build two bird
feeders with the money raised
from the fishing contest held
two weeks ago. The feeders will
be set up on campus this winter.
A camp·out and field trip to
Real Foot Lake to view the
many species of wildlife
available Is in the planning.
Bob Smith, the Society's
profli!SSional adviser, showed
slides of wildlife at the Land
Between the Lakes at the last
meeting.

War. The second, he was
awarded tor his writing's on
Eisenhower's secret journey to
Korea after his election In 1952.

recognition of flve perpetual
scholarships awarded annually.
Letters of Invitation to the
official presentation were sent to
those individuals who were
In addition, to writing several 1 n s t r u m e n t ll i n t h e
books, he holds an honorary Dr. es tab llsb me n t of these
of Laws degree from the scholarships. The plaque will
University of Kentucky, and the be hung in the A l u~ni
Army's Medal of Freedom for headquarters on the fourth Ooor
his World War II correspon- or the Administration Bldg. at 9
dence.
a.m., Saturday, Nov. 6. At
The activities for the p r esent, the following
journalists are a ~art otthe focus scholarships are designated:
on vartous 'special-Interest Robert A Everett 1971; Llza
groups" <luling the Homecoming Span 1971; Marvin 0 . Wrather
celeb.ratlons this year. It is , 1971; Joe Dyer Pool 1972;
hoped this will encourage more Ralph H. Woods 1972.
alumni to return to Murray State
During H omec omlng
to see the changes taking place. weekend, the library will feature
A buffet and reunion of the an exhibit on the history of the
Campus Dance Bands will be Shield and the News.

Four
Murray
flrms·-Captaln's Kitchen, The
Cherry's, Enix Interiors and
Scott-Walgreen Drug Co.- have
rescued the Miss Murray State
Pageant from Cinancial
, uncertainty.

ftnns guarantees the University

IMiss
will have a representative In the
Kentucky Pageant In
Louisville next spring tor the
third successive year.

Centering on a theme of
' "Where It's At," the pageant will
Representatives or the
include 18 finalists chosen last
businesses have agreed to
week from a field of 49 hopeful
underwrite any deficit incurred
In the Nov. 13 program to crown coeds. The winner will compete
a new Miss Murray State in the in the Miss Kentucky Pageant
official preliminary leading up to tor the right to continue on to
the Miss America Pageant next the Miss America competition in
\Atlantic City, N.J.
fall.

I

Angela Humphrey, the
reignine Miss Murray State and
pageant chairman, said the
gesture of support by the local

The new Miss Murray State
will be awarded a $300
scholarship, a wardrobe and
other prizes.

~d~theWomm~C~bH~se
, ~-----------------------~~------,
at
6 p.m. on Nov. 5. FoUowing •~
this, at 8 p.m. there will be a
concert or the former bands.
~U Alumnl Association
will present a plaque in
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Homecoming

HEADQUARTERS
6:30 . 10:30 am - HOMECOMING BRUNCH

With Fill-up - 10 Gal. Min. •

•.

i

YOUR

Aut omotive Speciatilllll

•

..:Coupon

Ithe latest in
MEN'S
HAIRSTYLING

•

A Tempting Buffet of Breakfast Treats

• .•

Just R.lght for Parade Goers

-$1.5011:00 am - HOMECOMING BUFFET
Featuring Roast Round of Beef, Fried Chicken, Delicious
Garden Vegetables, Assoned Salads, Desert, and Drink.
.served Until Closing.-

$2.99-

W e offer the best in lon2 hair
styling and razor cuts,
in any styling you want

6:00 - 9:00 pm - LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

COLLEGE BARBER AND
HAIRSTYLING SHOP

in the Congenial Atmosphere of Our Red Room.
Featuring Prime Ribs of Beef.

Acrws from orctw.y Hell

Relax & Enjoy Delightful Dinner Music

HWY 641 S.

753.s986

Fridi!Y, Nowembw 5, 1971

Taylor and Holt chosen
as speakers at Insight
American universities are in
search of constructive programs
to aid In the transformation of
b igher education to greater
freedom and are trying to define
their role ln society. The
response of Murray State to this
challenge is INSIGHT 71-72,
which will be held
Monday-Friday.
The schedule of events is:
Tues. : OJ:,. Harold
Taylor,
lecture, 7:30
p . m ., in
Auditorium;
forum in SUB
afterwards.
Wed.: UCM luncheon
(speaker to be
announced
later), 12:30
tdlool 8t e c08t of $ 125. It will be exhibited •t the
AL LE N CUNNINGHAM HAS TURNED DOWN
p.m., UCM.
ndum~l
Edue~~tion
A110el8tion
conference
Kentucky
I
OFFERS OF $600 for his rifle. Cunningham, •
Thurs.:
Dr . Sidney
In Louisville this -'tenet See story pege 6 •
freshman from Murrey, built the rifle as e senior in hith
Slma n dle,
forum, 10
a.m., in SUB.
John Holt,
rorum, 4:30
p . m ., SUB ;
lecture, 7:30
p.m. ,
The Kentucky Art to view paintings, tapestries, and American Art Clay Co., Inc.
Education Association held their sculpture, and to enjoy slides
Auditorium.
The Kentucky Art
A "Book Fair" will be held
Call conference at Murray State and movies and demonstrations Education Association is a
last weekend. Members met tn of weaving, metalsmlthlng and division of the National Art in the SUB Monday through
the Price Doyle Fine Arts Bldg. photography.
Ed ucation Association, an Thursday.
The lectures will be
Members discussed the work organization devoted to the
their organization is doing and advancement of the professional pertaining to "The Changing
ex c banged I de as on art interests and competence of Face of Higher Education." The
CAMPUS REPS
those teaching art at all forums will be on a
education.
Opportunity for sh.,p
question-answer basis.
Business
meetings
were
educational
levels.
busifMIISominded ltudent to Mrn
A ticket for both programs
presided over by Anna
Founded in 1947, the
tOP. C8lh 81\d get unp•ralleted
is
$1.50
for students and $2.50
Huddleston,
KAEA
president.
association
financed
through
exP.,ience woriling for •If on
Well known manufacturers membership dues, grants, and for all others. Tony Fiser,
cempus. Stan immedietely, Send
displayed their lines of art the sale of publications, such as c hairman of the Insight
brief ,...me •nd phone numbet'
to: Mr. C. R. D•nforth, 8011 75,
supplies. Exhibitors included Art Education, Art Teachers, Committee, commented: "'We
Swampscett, MA. 01907.
Milton Bradley Crayon Studies in Art Education and the did not want to charge
admission, but we had to
Company, The Viking Press and NEAE Newsletter.

Art Assoc. holds meeting at MSU

*

Prices Good Through Next Tuesday

*

NOW OPEN 24 HRS. MON. THR U SAT. CLOSED SUN.

IG A Fruit Cocktail

Bananas
9¢,b.

303can

IGA
Bread

25C

49C

Snow · Cream
Shortening
69C

Dr. Sidney Simandle is the
Director of Teacher Education
in Kentucky. He wlll discuss the
job situation in Kentucky for
teachers and some new
developments in teacher
education.
"We had no problems at all
with the Administration about
this semester's Insight Program,"
Fiser said. "The only obstacle
we had to overcome was the
time element. It took a lot of
bard work as it came so early."
Insight Is not usually held until
the second semester.
There will be another
Insight Week held next semester
with two other speakers.
The library has a special
collection of books on higher
education for Insight.

***

*

15% oz

22C

Gerbers
Baby Food

Smoked Picnics
39C ,b

jar

9C

Kra t
Macaroni
Dinners
19C

7oz.box

White Gold Sugar
3 1bcan

Harold Taylor gained
promJnence with his ideas for
experiments In education in the
creative arts, in student
democracy, and in the reform of
curriculums .

strained

Matchless Bacon
11b. pkg.

John Holt is for educational
reform in America's school
system, public and private, at all
levels.

Just Rite Chili

25C

Reelfoot
20 oz. loaf

because finances are so low. If
we make any money we will
tum it In for the Insight program
!or next semester. So actually,
the money will go back to the
students." Students must
present their ID cards when
purchasing tickets.
"We hope the students wlll
see the real value in this program
as the teachers already have,"
Fiser stated. The speakers have
distinguished themselves as men
changing Institution.

10 lb bag

$1.09

Pride of
Illionis Yellow
Corn
18C
303can

Friday, Novemw 5, 1971

Murray State News

EDITORIALS

Regent actions justified;
Bills deserve second look
On Saturday the Board of
Regents rejected two bills and a
student bill of rights submitted to it
by the Student Government. This
one sentence taken out of context
is sufficient to initiate a cry of
"Well, the Regents have knifed the
students again." But a few details
will show the Regents' action to be
less sharp.
One bill, if passed, would have
given the Student Council president
a full scholarship during summer
school, but it would have also
compelled him to attend the
summer session. Obviously it is too
restrictive to stipulate that a
candidate for president of the
student body must attend summer
school.
Along this line, the Board felt a
s ummer scholarship might be
possible if attending summer school
was not mandatory. Proposed by
Student Council president
Raymond Muzia, it was passed by
the Council16 to 2.
The other resolu tuion was also
proposed by Muzia and passed the
Council with 15 in favor and 4
opposed. It requested that the
student ·activity fee be raised a
minimum of $17.50 per semester, a
figure that the Regents found
"unrealistic." It is true that with
the money, the Council would
strive to provide more lectures,
concerts, and activities for the
students, but with out-of-state
tuition what it is now, an added
$35 a year might drive away some
students.
Although it is proposed that
with this additional sum the
student oriented events could be
free of charge, what about all those

students who would not be able to
reap the benefits, some through
lack of interest, others due to age,
being commuters, etc. A smaller
increase, instituted on a trial basis,
would possibly be acceptable to the
students and more than likely to
the Regents' too.
Concerning the bill of rights,
the Regents covered it by the
statement "too vague." They also
said the compilation was not sound
from a legal standpoint, could not
be interepreted without difficulty.
The sections were brief but not
explicit enough nor defined
adequately.
Basic quarrel was found with
the section dealing with freedom of
press. Here is the wording:
"Student publications and the
student press shan be free of
administrative control and
censorship." Since the NEWS is a
laboratory, would this mean the
division of journalism and its funds
would be divorced from the NEWS?
This section was one Muzia felt
would be opposed, but it was his
hope that the sections would be
considered individually. Instead,
the Regents proposed the bill of
rights be rewritten with faculty and
legal assistance. •
Even though these proposals
were ''shot down," they
represented a beginning. The
Regents seemed receptive to the
ideas but not to their wording and
some stipulations. The need for
action in these areas was brought to
the attention of the Board.
Following their suggestions, it is
hoped the Student Government will
file off the rough edges and take
the proposals back to the Regents
for reconsideration.

New lecture series will help
intellectual climate at MSU
The Board of Regents should
be commended for establishing the
Alben W. Barkley Distinguished
Lecture Series on the Murray
campus. Proposed by the
Faculty-Student Lecture and
Concert Committee, the series will
be a boon to the intellectual
atmosphere of the University.
A lecture series of this kind,
which will bring statesmen · and
political figures to the campus, has
been needed for some time. One
lecture is planned for each semester
of the regular academic year and
could be the focal point of a
week-long program of current
affairs.
The advantages of such a
lecture series are abvious. Besides

stimulating the intellectual climate~
it will bring MSU into the league of
larger universities who regularly
draw well-known people to their
campuses. Murray will receive a
considerable amount of publicity
during the lecture week.
A common gripe of the student
body, as seen in the President's
Task Force report, is the absence of
prominent speakers on the campus.
This lecture program will surely
please the students here and,
perhaps, will attract prospectivE
students to the University.
The creation of the Alben W.
Barkley Distinguished Lecture
Series could be just the beginning
of a new, intellectually aware
Murray State.
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A different day at Murray,
that's what Homecoming is
Homecoming is seeing the
parking lots full on the weekend.
Homecoming is worrying about
a date the first week of school.
Homecoming is working all
week on a float and then
oversleeping during the parade.
Homecoming is buying a mum
for your date and trying
unsuccessfully to pin it on.
Homecoming is wearing a mum
and feeling like you've got a bush
growing out of your shoulder.
Homecoming is wearing your
new outfit to the game and seeing
the same material on someone else.
Homecoming is wearing your
new outfit to the game and getting
your shoes caked with mud, your
new hose snagged on the bleachers
and a coke spilled on your skirt.
Homecoming is not recogni.zing
your date all dressed up.
Homecoming is deciding

whether or not to take an umbrella
to the game.
Homecoming is watching what
everybody else is wearing.
Homecoming is looking to see
who has a date with your old
steady.
Homecoming is showing your
parents around campus and acting
like you know all about the place.
Homecoming is splurging on an
expensive dinner after the game.
Homecoming is a reunion with
your special someone from another
school.
Homecoming is visiting with
old friends who have graduated.
Homecoming is a quiet wal~
through the quadrangle in the
moonlight.
Homecoming is a wild
fraternity dance.
Homecoming is a football
game.

Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor.
We are having a tremendous
experience on our World Campus
Afloat voyage. We have seen the
cultures of Samoa, Australia, New
Guinea, Bali, Ceylon and Malaysia
In their native countries.
We have spent time with
university students, business
people, the Secretary of Parliament
in Ceylon and have been Invited
into thei homes for lunches, dinners
and overnight stays. Everywhere
we've been welcomed with open

arms.
Wba t we'd like every
University student to know and
realize Is that their education
cannot be complete until they take
at least one semester on World
Campus Afloat. We are seeing,
hearing and teaming so much that
the fuU Impact of this semester will
not be realized, we're sure, until we
are back home and have time to
usimil.ate all the knowledge.
It has been a wonderful and
most rewarding experience. When
we study we have to study bard.
For instance, in October we have

only ten class days so we bad to
cram one month's work Into this
short period In addition to
assimilating all of the personai
experiences and adventures we had
when in port.
Our next ~top will be Bombay,
India, where we will have time to
go to the Taj Mahal and the Caves
of Ajanti. After that we make five
stops in Africa. and if we wish to go
into the interior, we have a choice
of five different safaris.
This Is a vecy small sample or
what is happening to us. We say
again, it any MSU students can
possibly make this trip, do so.
Ken and Dottie Stevens
Editor 's Note: In last week's issue of the
NEWS, the name of Larry Anderson,
editor of the Shield, was inadvertently
omitted from a Letter to the Editor, In
which he criticized the Shield Queen
editorial. Anderson explained the
selection of this year's Shield Queen and
critized the NEWS tor not speaking with
him beCore the editorial was printed. The
NEWS regrets the omission.

.

F~,

Nonmber 6, 1871

Editorial Notebook
Bill of Rights rejected,
reason - 1.t 's ~ too vague "
This proposed student bill o! rights was rejected by the Board or
Regents Saturday as being "too vague."

STUDENT BILL OF RIGHTS
Amendments to the
Student Government Constitution
ARTICLE 1:
Section 1 (Freedom of Speech)
1.1 Students and student organizations shall be free to speak
publicly to express their opinJons without administration review or
sanction.
1.2 Students and student organizations shall be Cree to Invite
and to hear any person of their own choosing.
1.3 Students and student organizations shall be free to examine
and discuss all questions of interest to them, and to express opinions
publicly or privately.
Section 2 (Freedom of Press)
2.1 Student publications and the student press shall have
freedom or expression.
2.2 Student publications and the student press shall be tree of
administrative control and censorship.
Section 3
3.1 Students and student organizations shall be free to
peaceable assemble to discuss or express questions of interest to
them publicly or printely.
Section 4 (Right to petition for Redress of Grievances)
4.1 Students and student organizations shall be Cree to survey
and petition the University community, and pl88ent to the
appropriate University official, !acuity, or staff any grievances
pertaining to the University.
ARTICLE 11:
Sec rton 1 (Freedom from Search and seizure)
1.1 Students shall be free of Illegal searches and seizures.
Section 2 (Protection against Improper Disclosure)
h 1
21s d
. . . tu ents s al have access to and control of any Information
wbtcb shall be part or their permanent educational record and as to
the conditions of its disclosure.
'
:
ARTICLE
m
Secti 1 (Freed
!ro
on
om
m Double-Jeopardy)
Students ball be free ot the danger of double-jeopardy.
ARTICLE IV:
Section 1 (Ridlts or the Accused)
1.1 Students shall have the right to be informed of the nature
and cause of the accusation.
1.2 Students shall enjoy the right to be confronted with the
witnesses against him, and to present witnesses in his ravor.
1.3 Students shall have the right to counsel.
ARTICLE V:
Section 1 (Due Process}
Students shall enjoy the right of due process within the
judJcial system of the University.
ARTICLE VI:
Section 1 (Freedom !rom Intimidation)
1.1 Students and student organizations shall be free from
administrative Intimidation.

1.1
1.1

Blue Sidewalk!

BIAFRAN REMEMBERS HIS COUNTRY

Memories of a lost world
By JANET POGUE
Feeture Editor

Thomas Ehikhametalor is a
nice, nonnal student on a nice,
normal campus is a nice, normal
world.
He studies finance at MSU,
lives in one of the campus
dorms, and shares the usual
problems of a college
sophomore.
But Thomas has memories
of a place that was not so nice or
normal.
He remembers the terrors of
fighting a winless, nameless war.
H e r e c a 11 s s e e i n g
thee.year-old children run for
cover when an enmy plane came
overhead.
He reviews the horror of
knowing a classmate had died
the day before from a shot that
seemed to come from nowhere.
Thomas is a Biafran. He saw
the Blafran war (Nigerian CivU
War) from "start to finish," and
his memories have grown no lees
painful or harsh since the end of
te war on Jan. 17, 1970.
"When Nigeria got Its
independence from the British In
1960,'' the Nigerian student
explained, "everything was going
fine. We were happy. We bad
properlty and liberty. The young
generation or people felt that
everything wu in ·order.
"But something happened
Young people t>eean to see
loopholes In the administration.
"The young Ni.,erians took
.,
the government-the young knew
little. They did not know how to
rule.
"Our country broke. We
fought. Biafra lost. My two
brothers and three of my cousins
were killed.
"Sometimes it makes we
Keep ..•"
Thomas, a slightly built,
fuJl.faced Black with a jutting
j aw and compassionate,
comprehensive eyes, was 14
when war ("an ill wind that
destroyed our beloved State," as
he phrased it) was officially
declared In Blafra In 1967. He
was 17 in years and lOOO in
experience when it was finished.
In those few • tortureous
years, he saw "scenes that made
the days unbearable and the
nights living nightmares."
"You remember Blafra only
!rom a few pictures and some
statistics," the young Nigerian
noted in floating English. He
referred to magazine pictures of

starving children with hollow national freedom that was
eyes and swollen abdomens that sweeping over Africa, while
resembled nothing more than Nigeria had not yet felt even the
mis-shapen balloons; and the faint k:ickings or that unborn
figures that estimate over one child, independence.
million killed in Biafra during
Perhaps most o! all, though,
the war.
Blafra bad Immense reserves of
"I remember it form much oil under its soil. Nigeria had
more real things.
nothing but more dirt.
"Everything and everyone
What resu lted from a
!oueht but the grass."
collision of these things was a
"I weep sometimes for the war that killed more people
people who died," he continued. than either of the World Wards
"They rough t !or peace where a war that could very easily hav~
there was no peace.'
developed Into World War III, if

.....

~

Thomas Ehikh.ametalor
As Thomas reminisced over
those
years,a It
became apparent
why such
war had occurred.
N
lgeria in 196 7 was, according
to him, a nation divided Into
four regions, nothern, western,
mid-western, and eastern.
Each oC these areas had
varying dialects and traditions
and had been united by the
British only by a forced union.
B'afra
(
1
the eastern region)
and Nigeria (the northern one)
were farther apart than any or
the ohter areas, however.
Does Thomas believe there
will ever be another war in
Nigeria?
He ponders long on that
question, in the fashion of a
two-year old child seeing a new
baby brother for the first time.
"There will be no more wars
in Nigeria," he answered finally.
"Those who lived saw so
much they will never fight again;
those who died will spend
eternity telling their God of
what they have seen.,

Is that school spirit we see painted on the sidewalks around
campus'? It certainly seems to have some of the characteristics of
spirit.
Everyone who attends MSU has surely seen it by now. Slogans
such as "Stomp Austin Peay" painted In giant blue letters every few
Biafra was predominately
Christian; Nigerian, Moslem.
feet on sidewalks are hard to miss.
A& tomorrow's game nears, are we generating a common feeling
B lafra was wealthy and
of spirit to beat Austin Peay or are we waiting for the Homecoming
well-educated; Nigeria, poor and
game to show o!f our new clothes and impress our friends?
b a ckwar d . Biafrans were
It we aren't careful, school spirit will sneak up on us from
experiencing the wave of
behind and we will win the game.
r----------------;..~-..;.~..;

Pitiful Pumpkins

Homecoming
S·p ecial

Speaking of spirit, It might be interesting to note the absence of
jack o'lanterns in Murray this past weekend. Driving around town,
few houses had pumpkins displayed on porches or In windows.
Perhaps the greatest concentration of Halloween spirit was at
the Haunted House on 16th St. Hordes of children and a few college
students waited in line to tour the trick-or-treated house.

Snack bar to stay open Sundays
Strong student support will keep Hart Hall Snack Bar open or
Sundays, according to food services director Carl Mullins. For the
past three weekends the snack bar has operated above the
breaking-even level, over $200 worth o! sales each day. Mullins
termed the venture "worthwhile" and he expects business to
increase with the colder weather and earlier evenings.
Three students have been hired to work on Sundays making It
possible for a full menu. Dinner specials will also continue Mullins
said. The hours will be changed to 11 a.m. until 7 p.m. for 'sundays
only.
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He noted, too, that he has
"come to America to learn and
to help my people.
"I want to go back and
teach them the things that I have
found here. They will need help
economically, so I study
economics," he said.

r----------111
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any nation had strongly
supported either side.
Thomas remembers the pst
with tears, but has teamed to
look to the future and evaluate
lt from his war experiences. He
has begun a book on the causes
and effects of the Biafran War
and plans to publish it "~
people can hear my story."

AND

At The Happy Yellow Store
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PETER PAN PANTY HOSE
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HELPS TRAIN THE NOVICE

R adio club open to everyone
By FAUN SCHLEIFER
A.sst. Feature Editor

HAMMING IT UP is the way members of the MSU Ameteur Radio Club
a lot of their ~pare time. This hllll equipment, for Moi'M code and
voice transmission, can be found It the Ham Shack on Chestnut Street.
Photo b'r R. D. Klrklaod
~pend

Student's long rifle
on KIEA exhibition
By MARIE WELLS

I

Allen Cunningham of
Murray has turned down offers
ot $600 for his rifie.
The long riDe, which be
made as a senior at Murray High
School, is "not for sale," says
the Murray State freshman.
Styled after the famous
Pennsylvania-Kentucky rifies
used during the Revolutionary
War, the 62-lncb fiintlock rifle is
one ot three projects chosen
from Murray High to be
exhibited at the Kentucky
Industrial Education Association
convention in Louisville this
weekend. High school industrial
arts projects from across the
state will be judged on the basis
of originality, design, and
craftmansbip.
Cunningham's rifle will be
entered in the "unclassified
metals" category because it is a
combination of metal and wood.
Last year's winner in that
division was a filntlock pistol.
A combination of welding,
metal machining, foundry,
forging, tempering, sbeetmetal
work, engraving, and
wood-working was used in the
construction, which required
every power metal machine at
Murray High, Including a metal
lathe, arc welder, gas welder,
vertical mill, and a 2000·degree
furnace.
The rifle features a
brass-inlaid patchbox on the
right side or the butt, a silver
eUiptical 8-point "hunting star"
on the left side, and decorative
silver inlays on the sides of the
barrel. The sights are also made
of silver. The stock is curly, or
saddleback, maple.
Cunningham made
accessories to go with the rifie,
Including a bullet mold,
adjustable powder measure,
powder born, tomahawk,
cleaning tip, and a screw-type tip
for the ramrod. He molds his

OK OM's and YL's. QRV?
For those or you who need
a translation, the previous
sentences say something Uke,
"Hello old men and young
ladies . Are you ready to
receive?"
Is it a new foreign language?
Well, not really. It's just the
jargon of the amateur ham radio
operators everywhere.
It you understood what was
said In the sentences, you're
probably one of the 23 members
of the MSU Amateur Radio
Club.
What is the Amateur Radio
Club and what does It do? Since
about 1959 small groups or
hams had been meeting in a
room under the auditorium. It
was not until 1965, however,
that the club was officially
organized. Though its members
are mainly MSU students, the
club is open to ham operators in
this area also.

own round lead balls, which are
the size of a 45-caliber bullet.
Accurate to 150 yards, the rifie
uses a "smokeless" black
powder; Accessories he plans to
MOVES TO "SHACK"
make In
the future are a
In 1969, the club moved
matching pistol, and buckskin
into what is now . "The Ham
pants and jacket.
He estimates the cosl of the Shack" at 1511 Chestnut Street.
parts at $125, with the Last year the Murray club
construction requiring 250.300 became an affiliate of the
hours of work, not including American Radio Relay League,
planning and research.
the national organization
His instructor at Murray representing amateur radio
High, Joe Keesler, who is operators in the U.S.
well-known in the Murray area
The MSU club is a training
for his long rifies, was the one
and
service club as well as a
who inspired Cunningham in his
project. He says that the original place for hams to get together.
long rifles were sold for $10 to The members or the club help to
$15, while a hand·made one train other interested people in
today brings $4-500. 'f.he early Morse code and radio theory,
gunsmiths "started witll only a which are requirements Cor all
plank or wood and a couple of levels or amateur radio licenses.
bars of metal."
For a novice license, one
Cunningham explains that must be able to send and receive
"many of the early models used Cive words a minute in Morse
walnut stocks, especially in
code. The novice is restricted for
Kentucky and the Carolinas
where It was more accessible. two years to the use of code.
Mostly they lacked Arter that, the speed of sending
ornamentation, but that and receiving increases with each
depended on whom they were new license. Also, once past the
novice stage, the ham can then
made for."
He continues, "An transmit in either code or voice.
experienced frontiersman could
The hams also help each
kill a soldier at a distance of other with building and repairing
200-300 yards. In fact, George their radio equipment.
Washington used about 1,700
Five members or the club
men just to pick oft the British participate In the Military
officers."
Benjamin Franklin once
called the long rifle "the most
fatal widow and orphan makers
in the world." Today, however,
the widow-makers are used only
for hunting, by people like
Cunningham who uses it
whenever he gets a chance to
hunt squirrel and rabbits. He
plans to use it to hunt deer in
the future. The long rifle has
also become a popular
collectors' item among gun
fanciers. (See Picture Page 3)
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QSL "POSTCARDS"
There is no way to describe
a QSL card except as unique.
Most are like postcards with a
design all their own. However,
Mr. Clark told of one "card"
which was a small piece of wood
on which the ham had painted
his call letters, address, and
other infonnation.
Ham operators get together
for an "Eyeball QSL" at Ham
Fests. The rests let the hams
meet each other "eye-to-eye,"
discuss their problems, and buy
and sell equipment.
According to Mr. Clark, it
doesn't cost a whole lot to begin
hamming. "You can get on the
air for less than $100. or course,
there are some hams who build
their own sets Cor less," he
explained.
Officers for the Murray club
are: Robert Jones, associate
professor of industrial eduation,
sponsor; L.N. Clark, assistant
professor of music, co·sponsor;
William Call, president; Bud
Hodge, vice president; and
Kathy
Hodge,
secretary-treasurer.
If you're interested in ham
operating, drop by the "Ham
Shack" on Chestnut Street tor
more Information. Morse code
classes are now being held tor
the novice and general licences.
Everyone there Is interested in
helping others who want to
know more about amateur radio
operation.

GOLDEN TOAST

Kodak

HoneyweU

AUSTRIALIAN CONTACT
The club also serves as a link
with home for Murray State
students for foreign countries
and fa.r-away cities. The farthest
contact made at MSU according
to Mr. Clark, has been Australia.
Once a year the club stages
a field day when they set up
their equipment on a remote
area. From there they man the
units continuously for 24 hours
in a simulation or a national or
civil emergency.
As many hams at the
University do not have facilities
to set up shop, the "Ham
Shack" provides the students
with a place from which to
operate. Most of the equipment
in the "shack" is owned by the
club. However, members often
bring pieces of their own
equipment for the use of the
others at the "Shack."
What every ham works for is
a WAS (worked aU states)
certificate. This means that the
hams has made contact in code
or by voice with every state,
working from within 25 miles
ot his base station. In order to
verify that the contact was
made, hams have QSL cards
printed. These cards are
exchanged by mail between the
two stations after contact is
made. Recorded on the QSL
card is the time and place of the
contact and the other station's
call letters.
Hams collect and save all
the QSL cards they receive.
Otten contests are held within
the clubs to see who can get the
biggest variety of QSL cards In a

certain period or time.

(Cooked the way you like them)

Cameras - Film Developing
Chemicals- Papers
Dark Room Equipment
Konica

Affiliate Radio System, MARS,
which helps servicemen overseas
call in the U.S. According to L.
N. Clark, co-sponsor of the club,
one member handled about 15
pieces of "traffic" (relay calls) in
the last month.

6:30 A.M. to 11:00 A. M.

South 12th Street
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Two music students excel
in assisting marching band

LOOKING AS FRESH A ND N EW • the building where
it is housed, the furniture on the fourth floor of the
Fine Arts Bldt. adds to the 1*10flllity of the floor

lobby. The furniture w• ~p«lllly telected to
c:oordinete with the edue~~tional departments loc:ated on
each floor. Pboto by f'aua Scblalfer

New furniture in Fine Arts Bldg.
reflects the arts taught there
By FAUN SCHLEIFER
When you walk into the
lobby of the new Fine Arts
Building, does the furniture
seem to say, "Sit down and
relax. We know you've had a
rough day. We'll make you
comfortable?"

If the furniture is
communicating with you, then
Joe N. Prince and the other
members of his committee
selected to choose furniture for
the new Fine Arts Building have
done their job well.
After carefully evaluating
furniture, carpet, and drape
samples for about a year, the
committee decided on the
furnishings for the newest
building on campus. According

Though restricted by a
budget, the committee was still
able, through careful buying, to
incorporate serveral Ideas and
unique material.'! they wanted in
the furnishings. The furniture
uses lots of chrome and vinyl.
Several other unique pieces
are synthetic cane-botton chairs,
bent wood rockers, and molded
plastic furniture. Some noors
nave the standard design pieces.

furnishings in the building. "But
one thing," he said, "if they
don't like the furniture on one
floor, they're sure to find
another noor they1llike...

Mack McGrannahan and
Henry Buckingham, two MSU
students, are making rather
unusual contributions to the
Marching Thoroughbreds.
McGrannahan, a junior
music education major from
Lexington, has been arranging
some of the music for the
Marching Thoroughbreds'
half-time shows.
Buckingham, a senior music
major from Syracuse, N. Y ., Is
the band president and drill
master or the eight-girl nag
bearers unit.
McGrannahan arranged the
music for the game with Eastern
this past weekend. The
arrangement is entitled "A
Tribute to the Beatles," and
includes a fanfare, "Something;"
a downfield precision routine,
"A Ticket to Ride;" a middle
drill, "Eleanor Rigby;" a concert
feature presentation,
"Yesterday" and "Here, There,
and Everywhere;" and an exit
drill, Let It Be."
McGrannahan conceived the
general Idea of the show last
year.
"He took the basic tunes
and scored them for the
marching band," said Roger
Reichmuch, director or the
marching band. "He had the
advantage of having some idea qf
Instrumentation and knowing
the band and its strengths and
weaknesses to compose it for the
band."
This is McGrannahan's third

year as band director for
Campus Lights. Last year he
arranged the music for the brass
choir. It was played at the
Southern Division of Music
Educators Conference at
Daytona Beach, and was also
pertormeo on a southern tdur
last spring.
Buchingham was made drill
master of the flag bearers unit
when the group was first
organized and be expressed an
Interest, according to
Reichmuth.
Buckingham was in charge
of a similar group for two years
In high school after the
Instructor left.
The group as such was
organized this year. Auditions
were held at band camp for
positions, and decisions were
made on the basis or marching
ability, according to Reichmuth.
The unit is made up or eight
girls who practice at every band
rehearsal plus an average of two
extra rehearsals a week.
''The girls have really put in
a lot or time and we're proud of
them. They krlow what they're
doing. It's a good unit,"
Reichmuth added.
Besides coordinating the
drill unit, Buckingham is helping
Reichmuth write the Western
show.

Paintings used In the
lounges are either owned by the
department or loaned by
students or the faculty for use in
the lounge areas. The walls in
each lounge were painted
off-white specifically to accent
any paintings that might be hung
there.

to Dr. Prince, dean or the School
Not all flool'S are furnished
of Fine A~ts, this selection was
now due to holdups at the
no easy task, since there was a
factories. Dr. Prince hopes to get
lot to consider in trying to keep
all the floors completely
continuity from floor to floor.
furnished by the open house in
"We decided on furniture the Fine Arts Building in
for each lounge and public area December.
on the basis or how it reflected
the arts taught on that floor,"
Dr. Prince told or having
had
both favorab le and
said Dr. Prince. "Yet utmost in
unfavorable
remarks about the
our minds was the servicability

for the - v student can be found on the lobby floo'
of the new Fine Arts Building. M.ny students m.ke u• of the furniture
Photo by I a n at Po1ue
while wliting for the elevetors or fof c l - .
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or
each plastic
piece of
furniture.
molded
furniture
on Th
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1
fou. .
'" iust as servicable
as the standara o~::o. 6 •• •• iture
on the sixth floor."
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MSU students can get help
from graduate cabinet

RECOGNIZE THE SCENE? If not, chanc• are you
-en't •ound when Wells Hall
the center of
ac1ivity on the campus. At thet time the dining room

w•

(pictured abovel wes located in the baement of the
buildlnf.

Well s Hall to cel ebrate 4 6 years
but nobody is giving her a party
By MARLA HORNER
Special Writer

Tomorrow, Nov. 6, marks
the 46th anniversary of Wells
Hall, and this is the first
semester that it has not been
used as a dormitory.
Wells Hall was dedicated
Nov. 6, 1925, and named for Dr.
Rainey T. Wells, founder and
second president of Murray
state. W.J. Fields, the governor
of Kentucky, was the speaker at
the dedication.
"When it was built it was
regarded as one or the fmest
dormitories in the South," said
Dr. L.J. Hortin, director of
joumalims. "It was built in
Southern Colonial style to be
harmonious with Wrather Hall,
the auditorium, the Training
School, and Wilson Hall."
According to Dr. Hortln,
Wells Hall was a place for social
gatherings and Christmas parties
and it housed the Dean of
Women as well as the meeting
place for the student
government.

"It's a building or many
traditions," said Dr. Hortin, "It
was a gathering place-."
The cafeteria, consisting of
the kitchen and two dining
rooms, were in Wells Hall where
the Student Health Service is
now located.
''The faculty went there for
Sunday dinner," Dr. Hortin
added.
In 1959 the cafeteria was
rebuilt for the Student Health
Service. The two dining rooms
are now the men and women's
infirmaries, according to Dr.
Woods.
Wells Hall, the fllSt women's
dormitory on Murray State's
campus, is now housing for
Psychological Services, the
Student Health Service, and
offices for the computer center.
The girls who lived in Wells
Hall last year were given a
semester's reprieve after voicing
protests to moving out.
''They were a friendly type

of people who understood each
other,'' said Mrs. Clara Harper, a
former director of Wells Hall. "It
was like one great big family. It
had a good atmosphere."
''To me it had a charm just
because of its being old," said
Mrs. Margaret Wadeklng, another
former director of Wells. "All
the girls loved it··t.bere was
something different about it. It's
a passing era for It to be closed."
According to Dr. Thomas
Hogancamp, vice president of
administrative affairs, there are
not enough students to create a
need for Wells Hall as a dorm.
Ideas for uses of Wells are being
explored.
"We would not change the
physical structure in case of a
need for housing," said Dr.
Hogancamp. "It is an excellent
building with lots of future
possibilities. "We have no plans
of destroying Its usefulness."

As a graduate student, do
you often feel like you need a
friend? You want someone who
will sit down and just listen to
your gripes. Right? You want
someone who is willing to help.
Believe it or not, there are
seven people who want to do
just that-help. They are the
graduate cabinet.
What, you may ask, Is the
graduate cabinet'? The cabinet
was started in the fall of 1967
whep Ralph Tesseneer was dean
of the graduate school. It is a
board composed of one graduate
student from each of the six
schools at MSU and the dean of
the graduate school.
Members of the cabinet are
nominated by the dean or each
school at Murray State and
chosen by Donald Jones, dean of
the graduate school. Each
member serves on the cabinet
for one year.
According to Lynn
Redmond, chairman, the cabinet
exists to p romote better
relations and communication
between the graduate school and
the graduate administration. It is
attempting this year to take a
more active part in forming
graduate policies and exploring
the problems concerning the
graduate student.

Several ways the cabinet Is
seeking to do this are through
the use of the graduate bulletin
boards, newsletters and the
suggestion box (a new idea this
year.) The cabinet also passes
Information along to the
graduate students from the
administration as well as vice
versa.
The bulletin boards wlll be
kept current ln each school with
upcoming events of Interest to
the graduate student plus
information on Job
opportunities. The newsletter is
sent out to Murray State's 1,100
full· and part-time graduate
students.
Suggestion boxes will also
be placed in each school. The
cabinet feels that this innovation
will allow graduate students to
voice their opinions-pro and
con-on graduate curriculum,
policies, and other problems.
The suggestion box also provides
anonymity to those who wish it.
Besides working as a llason
between the graduate school and
the graduate administration, the
graduate cabinet represents the
graduate student in the student
organization.

WIN .. .FREE
Clairol K-201
Instant Hairsetters
($23.99 suggested retail)

PLUS . . . FREE
$5.00 Sanitone ·~~~~~
Drycleaning
Certificates

Eech -.k we're giving away free, three Clairol Kindnea
Instant Hairsetters and three Orycleaning Certificates 111o10rth
$5.00 each. Six winners-one every day. And you can be a
winn«l See details in the Entry form.
And, you'll be a winner every day with our Senitone
drycleanlng process that gives your clothing that llke·new
appearance and fee. So treat your clothes to kindness, with
our Sanltona drycleenlng. And be sure to enter our
KINDNESS GIVEAWAY'.
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Social W ork Club offers help
through Big Brother program
Some fifty members and Nov. 11 at 6 p.m. A movie,
associate members or the Social ''Christmas in Appalachia,,. will
Work Club have filled out cards be shown by Mike Uree, wno tS
offering their services in the Big with the Department of
Economic Security in Frankfort.
Brother-Big Sister program
~onsored by the club.
Welfare workers are now
trying to match these students
up with children [rom broken
and foster homes through the
different social agencies of
Calloway County. As a big
S igma Delta, honorary
brother or a big sister, the
students will try to meet with physical education fraternity,
their child as often as they can indu c ted eight pledges on
and do things like remembering October 25. They are Brenda
a birthday, taking them to a
game, or on a picnic, depending Kirk, Marion; Connie Messel,
on the interests or the child.
Susan Tougher, and Lynn
DID THEY LIKE WHAT THEY SAW7 Accordint to
PNPWing for ttle publication of their fint IChool
one seventh1Jrader llmOntJ 60 Haul junior high tchool ,._.,.,.., They bepn ttleir tour in the
arts
Some club members have Raque, Louis ville ; Debbie
students, ttle tour throuflh the lndultriel educetlon
room and went on ttlrouflh ttl• drllfting. electronics and
voluntered to help clients ml out Guffey, La Center; Donna
Wding18bs.
•
department " the •eatestt" Tlw students were
fo r ms applyling for Public Siegert, Brick Town, N.J., Jill
Assistance while others are Stumpe, Pickneyville, Ill.; Paul
BEST FRIEND OR WORST ENEMY
tutoring to children experiencing Marietta, Terra Haute, Ind.
dltficulty in school.
'
Dr. Chad Stewart, chairman
Anyone Interested In joining of the departme nt, was
the club, either as a member or presented an honorary
an associate member (for membership for his generous
AJI girls who came to
Don't pay your phone bill guy she has been raving about non-majors), may contact James contributions to Sigma Delta
college go through the traumatic so tht phone is disconnected.
tor the past three weeks.
Brown, club president. The next and to the field or physical
experience of meeting new
Try to tltyourslze 12 body
By this time she should be meeting will be held Thursday, education.
people and learning to live wlth in her size 7 clothes.
packed and ready to go.
I
one- a roommate. For many,
Borrow
- ·her
u mbrella
who never had to share a room because
you leave
tor class
early. . ; . ; ; ; - . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. .
wlth a brother or sister, a She won't need one later-it wlll
roommate can cause problems. probably stop pouring.
She can become her best
Use her car to 10 to the
friend or her worst enemy. lake. Forget to till it up with gas.
Often It's the little tbines that
Fix her up wlth a " loser"
mount up into big arguments blind date.
that create tension. This uneasy
Forget to cleen up your side
war-like atmosphere usually of the room the day her mother
results In a split--each girl going Is coming.
her separate way.
Use . her balrsp ray,
Here are a few helpful hints deoderan t, perfume and
on how to get rid of your toothpaste constantly.
roommate, or If you lite your
Forget to tum off her
dorm companion, be aware of electric roUers.
these as a list of don' ts.
Clutter up the room with
Brush your teeth and gargle stuffed animals, favors, knick
before your 7:30 class, while knacks, and junk.
she's till dreaming.
to help her with
Lose your key so you have her Volunteer
term paper, but never be
to share one.
available for service- postpone It
Don't laugh at her jokes.
to the last day.
Talk to your boyfriend ,
Accidentally throw away
your mother, sister, two best her most prized love letter-she
fr iends , the boy in your should have had a zerox copy. .
Sociology class, the girl In your
The last straw would
German class, EVERY NIGHT! probably be to go out wlth the

Sigma Delta
•••orary indacts
eig•t pledges

....,._ic

Roommates cause headaches?

Joy
A new expression of love
trom Orange Blossom.
As beautiful as
faith, hope, and peace.

~~~
~~~

LINDSEY'S

"Long or short
We have an outfit just right
for homecoming and the
coming holidays"

The Clemmie Jordon Shoppe
Murray highway --across from
Mayfield Shopping Plaza, Mayfield

--
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Students Iron
out washing woes
What is your reaction when
your new stripe shirt comes out
of Lhe wash with pink stripes
where the white ones used to
be?
Groan. S cream. Shout.
Cry. ! X&+ Z + * ? &+? /Count
slowly to 3.
Yes, that beautiful blue,
orange, brown and white stripe
shirt just "ain't what it used to
be." And wo~ yet, It may never
be the same aplnl
Once you get into college
you are pretty much on your
own, and the responsibility, or
chore, of laundering your own
clothes is all yours-excluding
those students who pack their's
home every weekend or so.
To many , doing their
regular laundry with all the
washing, drying, and ironing It
entails, is a burdensome task
which often has poor results and
which they pO&tpone until they
absolutely must do it.

to underload the washer than to
overload it.
Have you ever washed
perma·press shirts, blouses, etc.
with terryclot.b towels and
washcloths? If so, then you
probably know how unsightly
they became from the lint and
how long It took you to pull all
that lint orr. Improper sorting of
clothes can cause this and other
problems.
Clothes may also fade on
one another. If you put that
maroon sweatshirt into the wash
with several light-colored
pnnents, maybe a nylon slip or
two, be prepared to take out
some "pinkish" clothes. To
paraphrase a mor:tern
lyric--clothes of a color should

be washed together. Separate
clothes into light, dark and
white piles. It's o ften impossible
to adhere entirely tQ this
suggestion for washing, unless
you have lots or clothes or split
a load with a roomatt> or friend.
Shrinkage is anothe r
possibility that may result from
careless laundering. The hang
tags on garments and materials
usually give Instructions for
cleaning care and should be kept
ror reference in case you forget.
When sorting clothes to
launder, be sure to search
pockets for paper and kleenex
tissues. You'll be glad you did.
Laundering your clothes
may be a bother to you, but It
needn't be a disaster. After all,
"It all comes out in the wash!"

Experience, they say, Is the
case of
personal laundry, it may have
been your only one if no one
ever told you anything about it.
best teacher, and In the

WISHY WASHY. Susie Hemm, P.ctucah tptnds S•turdays doing her ...-kly
wah In 1t1e dorm. College girls have to l..m the l•undry tricks th1t mother
never told them.
Pboto by Bob Bau

Scabbard and Blade
chooses pledge class
The National : Society of
Scabbard and Blade, Company
A, thirteenth Regiment bas
selected Its pledge class for the
[all semester. The pledges are:
Thomas Arnold, Olney, IlL;
Newlon Bardwell, Alfred Eckles,
Hopkinsville; Joe Combs, Grand
Rivers; Stephen Belote, Adrian
Miller, Terry Yates, Mayfield;
George Smiley, Paducah .
Tim Stark, Wingo; Jon

Garmon, Bowling Green;. Jack
Gorden, Decatur, Ill.; James
Bryant, John DeWitt, Gary
Harris, Charles Henry, Edward
Knight, David Padgett, Dale
Hughes, Steve Payne, Murray.
James Davis, Benton; and James
Harris, Springfield, Tenn.
Scabbard and Blade is a
national honorary military
society for selected advanced
ROTC cadets.

1l!VfA(' n,i~
e\JQK'

hot

f"nts to
t-IA$6

the

A common case consisting

ot trial·by-error learning is that

of uslng the right amount or
detergent-enough to cet the dirt
out, but not enough to make
suds come out the top or the
machine. Probably more
laundering problems are created
by the use of too little detergent
than too much. The evidence Is
in the tattle-tale gray of clothes.
AnotbPr major and very
ordlnary error of the practical
student is overloading the
washer.~ Trying to get all those
dirty clothes Into one load may
save money, but that's about all.
AU of the clothes won't get
clean and this can cause graying.
When the washer Is too full to
permit tree circulation of the
load, 10me articles are not
efficiently washed. Here's a
helpful rule of thumb-it's better

JILL CRAIG, Murray h• .,_.. nemed s-d....-t of the Renger Compeny
MSU. The 18-yur-old bnlnen. II • fr_,..men ~ nwjor, The
deuthter of Mr. •nd Mn. Robert c,.lg, the is • pledge of Alpfl• Omicron Pi
roc:illl10rority.
It
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Social Whirl

Homecoming festivities crowd weekend
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA
Lambda Chi Alpha social
rraternity will I have a
Homecoming dance at the Irvin
C o bb Hotel in Paducah
tomorrow night from 8-12 p.m.
" Clap Hands, Here Comes
Charlie" will provide the music
and dress is semi-formal.

dance at 8 p.m. at the Woodmen
of the World Bldg.
A post-Homecoming party
will be held Sunday afternoon at
2 o'clock..

PI KAPPA ALPHA
A breakfast is scheduled for
the members and alumni of PI
Kappa Alpha Fraternity
Saturday morning at the
SIGMA CHI
Triangle Inn starting at 8 a.m.
Epsilon Tau Chapter of
The Homecoming Dance
Sigma Chi social fraternity will will be held at the Holiday Inn
have a " Welcome Back" house
party tonight for returning in Fulton from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m.
alums at their house at 103 N. Music will be provided by
"Black Stone" from Clarksville,
14th St.
Tomorrow, at 8 a.m., the Tenn.
Sigs will have an alumni
SIGMANU
breakfas t at the Murray
Sigma Nu Fraternity will
Women's Club House. At the
same time, the Sigmas of Sigma have a Homecoming banquet
Chi will be having a coffee for and dance at Ken Bar Inn. The
the wives and dates of returning banquet will begin at 7 p.m.
Saturday night for actives,
alums at the Sig house.
Sigma Chi will be having pledges, alumni, and immediate
open house all day tomorrow, friends.
and any alum that wishes to pick
ALPHA GAMMA DELTA
up a mum may do so at any time
Alpha Gamma Delta
by coming by the house.
The Slgs will close their sorority will have a Homecoming
Homecoming activities with a coffee Saturday morning from 8
closed dance at the Ritz Hotel in to 9 a.m. for alumni, parents,
Paducah tomorrow night at 8 undergraduates and pledges in
p .m. "Interstate 55," from the sorority room.
Memphis, will be providing the
ALPHA SIGMA ALPHA
music.
Alpha Sigma Alpha social
SIGMA Pl
sorority is having a Homecoming
The little sistel'S of Sigma Pi breakfast from 8-9 a.m. for
will hold a brunch at the alumnae and husbands, actives,
fraternity house tor all actives, pledges and their dates.
pledges, and alumni before the
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
parade.
Sigma Pi's Homecoming
Alpha Tau Omega's
dance will be at the NaUonal Homecoming plans include: an
Guard Armory in Paris from 8 to alumni reunion at the fraternity
12 p.m. Music will be provided house, Nov. 5, at 8 p.m., a
by "Law".
breakfast at the Triangle Inn
Saturday morning, and a dance
SIGMA PHI EPSILON
at the Cabana Club In Paducah,
Sigma Phi Epsilon ' s Saturday night.
Homecoming dance will be at
DELTA SIGMA THETA
the Irvin Cobb Hotel in Paducah
Saturday night. "August" will b~
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority
playing from 8 to 12 p.m.
gave a Halloween party at the
Their alumni breakfast will Douglas Center for 25 children
be Sunday morning at the
Friday, Oct. 29. The Halloween
Triangle lnn. There will be a
party was one of their public
house dedication that afternoon
service projects.
at 2 p.m.

KAPPA ALPHA

open house, dinner

All freshmen dance
to be held tonight

The Vets will have a party
tomorrow night at Caesars'
featuring steak dinner and
dance. The cost for members
and their dates is $8. Anyone
who isn't a club member but
intends to join the club should
contact a Vet ll he wants to
attend the party.

freshmen enjoy Homecoming,
the Men 's Interdormitory
council Is sponsoring a freshman
dance Friday night in Winslow
Cafeteria.
Music will be provided by
"Papa John alasis Grand Funk
Railroad", Admission cosJ.S $2
for males, all girls ftefl

Sarah Kifer, Fort Branch
Ind., has been added to the Cali
pledKe class of Alpha Delta Pl.
Thursday night the Alpha
Delta Pi's paid tribute to
Halloween by serenading the
fraternities, leaving each a
pumpkin.
Alpha Delta Pi ' s
Homecoming festivities will
begin with an alumnae bufCet
dinner, Friday night at the
Holiday Inn at 6:30.

TAU KAPPA EPSILON

will

Tau Kappa Epsilon
begin Its Homecoming activities
with a welcome party at the
house Friday night. Saturday
morning coffee and doughnuts
at the fraternity house at 9:30
a.m. Their dance wUl be held at
the HCK Clubhouse on N. 641.
The annual pie throw will
be beld Thurs., Nov. 11, at 4
p.m., between the Fine Arts
Bldg. and the library . 1
For other Homecoming
activities see page 8 of the
Section II.

PINNINGS
Kazen Christie, hrtrilla, N .Y.,
to Butch Ruke (lAmbda Cbi Alpba),
Nashville, 111.

Dabble .lobn.lon (Kappa Delta),
Mwny , to Bob Gillum (sterna Nu),
Murn.y.
Penny Wblt&ker- (Kappa Delta)
Columbua, Ohio, to .leay· KaU (rt
Kappa All)ha), Fulton.

Doris Keatenon (SIIJIUI All)ha
Iota), Paducah, to David Duna. .nt
(Phi Mu Alpha), Mayfield.

ENGAGEMENTS
Cbrla\1 Muon , Princeton, to Roy
ltaller- ( Alpha Gamma Rbo),
HopldniVllle.
Sandi Ftabar (Alpha Datta
Pi), Wln&o , to Steve Shanklin
(Slama
Pbi
Epallon)
GllbarUvllle .
'

Kay Porter, Hendereon, to Don
Badu (Slim•
Handenon,

Phi

ll:pallon) ,

A college life meeting
sponsored by the Campus
Crusade for Christ wiU be held
Sunday night at 8:45 p.m. In the
Panhellenic Bldg. All interested
people are urged to attend.

MACRAME . NEEDLEPOINT CANDLE SUPPLIES- BEADS
DECOUPAGE · PAPER TOL' E GREEK LETTEAS · CREWEL •
YARNS

eo2 SOUTH 12th STREIT
MURRAV,KENTUCKY «Kn1
PHONE (&02) 715~
LESSONS AVAILABLE

When you know it's for keeps
Happily, all your special moments together will
be symbolized forever by your eng.agement and
wedding rings. If the name, Keepsake, is In the
ting and on the tag, you are assured of fine quality
and lasting satisfaction. The engagement d iamond
Is perfect, of superb color. and precise cut Your
Keepsake Jeweler has a selection of many lovely
styles. He's in the yellow pages under "Jewelers."

The Vets club will hold
open house tomorrow at 12
noon in their room in the old
Fine Arts Bldg. Refreshments
will be served.

~psake e
"EGISTIEREO

O I AMONO

RINGS

®

RUlE'S
Flower Shop
1 BLOCK

Ever} Keepsake t-ngagemenl
diamond ia guaranteed perfect
(or re placement assur!'d ). You
can '1 buy a liner diamond rinc.

FROM CAMPUS

THE CRAFT HOUSE

Photo by .lu4y Bucbaaao

HALLOWEEN TREAT. Members of Alpha Gemm• Delta Sorority
•n•tetned Heed Stan children lilt Thurld-v with a perty and lklt.

Vets Club to hold

A pre-Homecoming party
will be held tonight by members
of Kappa Alpha social fraternity
at the fraternity house. Dress
will be casual and entertainment
will be provided.
Pre-parade and pre-game
parties wUI be held tomorrow,
highlighted by a Homecoming

In an effort to help the

ALPHA DELTA PI

r----------------------1I
I
llln" 11om $ 100 to $ 10.000 Trodo ..,..,k lloa. A. H. Pond Co.

~··'-····-- ·~.

~:TD 'J
""' ·'> I··· ··:' .

Phone 753-3981
Ills. 15tlt

HOW TO PLAN YOUR ENGAGEMENT AND WEDDING

I Send new 20 P9 · booklet, " Pia nnin9 Yoor En;aqe11tent end Weddin;"
1lull ~lor folder • nd 44 P9 · l 1ide"s llook gift offer all for only 25¢ ,
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Jewelry
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THREE MAN STAFF

UCM provides needed action

JACKIE WESTMORl-AND, 1 ~anlor nul'llnt major from Louilllrllle, hal
been 1181tctad • tha Black Homecoming Ouaen for 1971. Jtckle will rldaln
the hornec:oming .,.,..te and will be crowned at the open dance Saturday
night in tha Student Union Ballroon.
Pbo&o by Allen CWllliDCham

New MurrayState press
begins printing News
Readers of the MURRAY
STATE NEWS are now reading
the first issue of the NEWS
printed on campus. Edgar
Trotter, faculty adviser, wd,
" We have been looking forward
to this for a number of years.
This is toward our continuing
efforts to Improve Journalism
instruction and I feel that it will
give students better exposure to
newspaper work."
One or the improvements
constituted by the campus press
is flexibility with printing such
as the printing of all University
news, graduate and general
catalogs, books and phone
d i rectorie s. The best
improvement is that from now
on there will be full color
pictures in section two of the
NEWS.
The NEWS was formerly
printed by the Mayfield
Messenger. "I think they did a
very good job." Trotter stated,
concerning the Messenger. But
he also said that there will an
improvement in capability with

the NEWS printed on campus.
The four-unit, community
offset Gross press is a small press
valued at $80,000. A total of
$115,000 worth or equipment is
housed in the new General
Service Building. Including the
press, a galley camera, a
three-knife trimmer and book
binding equipment.
Even with the move to the
General Service Building. work
will not be shut down in the
copy room in Wilson Hall. Some
of the other printing equipment
will not be in operation for a

'l'he three-man starr of the
United Camp!JS Ministry did its
thing at the weekly UCM
luncheon on Wednesday. In an
attempt to summarize the
various aspects or the UCM and
contributions made by the
United Campus Ministry to the
College community.
Steve Davenport, Fred
Morton, and Bill Porter
presented a color-slide program
with narrative.
The UCM, located on north
fifteenth street next to Crazy
Horse Billiards, is the center ot
constant activity; students,
faculty, administration and
townspeople are In and out of
the building watching television,
talking, studying, reading,
eating, or perhaps even attending
a class or meeting at all hours ot
the day and evening.
The United Campus
.Ministry provides 1 place for
fellowship, worship, social
activities, and recreation. Each
Wednesday, 1 luncheon is held at
12:30 with speakers touching on
various topics throughout the
campus and community.
The Nowhere Coffee house
provides a gathering place for
those who do not go home on
weekends or south for beer,"
said Fred Morton. It is held
every Saturday night in the
basement of the UCM.
Not only does it provide a
place for togetherness, the
United Campus Ministry also

makes an effort to reach out
into the community for help and
interaction. At least one member
or the staff attends meetings of
Student Government, Faculty,
and Women's Stud ,e nt
Government Association.
Close contact is maintained
with Dr. Bemazd Segal, director
or the Psychological Center.
The UCM is also in charge
or a three-hour credit course on
the "Life and teaching
of
Christ", currently being taught
by Fred Morton. In addition, the
start members are also
promoting other courses such as
a sex information course with
the hope that they might be
added to university curricula.
starr members and interested

students also share in
present atlons to classes in
psychology, philosophy, nursing,
and sociology, departments.
Fred Morton defined the
ministry and outreach or the
three starr members: "Each of
us spends a great deal of time
listening to and counseling with
individuals about personal and
community problems. Our
ministry extends to local
congregations, such as preaching
in congregations or participating
denominations, teaching church
school classes, conducting
Christian education workshops
and leading congregational
retreat. Our Intent is to help
bridge the gap between
congregations, the university,
and regional communities."

'Campus Lights' band tryouts
to be held in Fine Arts Bldg.
Tryouts for the "Campus
Lights" band at MSU will begin
Tuesday.
A.G. McGrannahan, a
Lexington junior and band
director, urged any Murray
student with an interest in
playing dance band music to
participate in tryouts in the old
recital hall ot the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Center.
He listed the following
tryout times: saxophones, 8:30
a.m.; trombones, 9:15 a.m.; and

trumpets, 10 a.m. Tryouts for
French horns, nutes, clarinets,
oboe, bassoon, tuba, tympani,
plano, guItar, bass gultar,
accessory percussion and trap set
will be held at a later date.
"Campus Lights,.. the
annual musical production
written, directed and performed
by Murray State students, is
schedu led this year Feb.
24-25-26. It will mark the 35th
year for the traditional show.

WPek.

~INGS

REPAIRED · SIZED

PARTS FOR ELECTRIC
SHAVERS· ENGRAVING

LIIDSEY'S
MURRAY AND MAYFIELD

PALACE DRIVE-IN

.Special
Big Hamburger Steak
with cole slaw, French fries, hot rolls & butter

Reg. $1.50

$1.19
Tuesday & Wednesday

November 9 & 10

Map money. .. ask about it.
Getting away from it ail? Or getting back to it ail? The
bank that can has the traveling money you need when
you're ready to get out of town!
Talk to us about borrowing a little map money. Reasonable
loans fo r the best reason on earth .• • fun!
Map money from the Plus Performers ... never leave
town without lt.

BANK of MURRAY

fridty, Novembef 6, 1971
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FUN DUE PAKS
(The fun way for people to eat together.)

·· veah. It makes it possible to
eat any combination of
Dip·A·Ones the fondue way. The
fun way for people to eat
together.
The Fun-due Pak looks like this

"Fun-due Pak? Somethin' new?"

Cutting board; with knife. Foil
wrapped hot homemade bread ,

Dip-A-Ones cups secured to a
tray; eaten. picks; Storage area
for bread bites.

Complete Pak . -fot, Ready to

."Unwrap hot bread as needed.
Cut in bite sizes. Place on tray •
.Spear bread with you eetin'
pick. Dunk in hot dip of your
choice.
.Eat --

"How do you go about eating?"

group could eat from a
tray.
Fun-due Paks.
"Eat at Dip·A·One on Chestnut
Street. Or anywhere. They
deliver."

"What about selections; Prices?"

''Pretty flexible. You can get
Fun-due Paks in 2·3·4·5 or 6
Dip-A-One sizes. Select number
and kinds to fit any particular
eatin' situation. Then total up
the indidividual Dlp·A·One
prices for the total Pak cost.

I

DIP-A-ONES

FUN-DUE PAK SIZES
Cost each No. 2 cup~ 3 cups• 4cups'!.,

-

Pizza
Cheese
Sausage
Pepperoni
Ground Beef

.39
.49

.t8

-::::.

j../1)

Slo~~~ Joe

.49

Roast Beef & Gr!!Ct
Sausage & Cream Gravy

.59

A stick of hot hom emade bread,
you know, comes with each dip.
For a little extra, these can be
filled with butter• cheese, or
burger•

6 cups

. ~_{J

39
49

. ~q

.49
.49
.49

t!am fgodJ.Ia

5cups

The chart here giv es a couple of
examples. A 3 cup Cheese Pizza
Pak cost $1.17; or with 1 of the
3 sticks buttered;$1.25. A 4 cup
combination Pizza Pak $1.86. A
combination of 5 different
Dip·A·Ones $2.55.

,Jf'J
.tf'J

.4-9
. 59
. ~9

.59

BREAD FILLING EXTRAS
Butter Eillgg
Cheese Filled
Burger filled

( .08
.15
.25

"''

-..o~)

<:

TOTAL
• A 3 cup Pizza Pak equals a 12" pizza
•• A 4 cup Pizza Pak-a 14 "pizza

,.,/.~5

,"

What will we have? Everything is
good ."

-...............

/. ~f>

;/.§j

\

I"Y~ "'Il/ IJ,.
3 Cup Cheese Pizza Pak (with butter stick)
4 Cup Combination Pizza Pak
5 Cup Combination Pak (5 different

Chestnut at the
Capri Theater

..

Pri"' THIS WEE KENDI
Reg.
$1.25
1.86

.93

2.55

t28

Special

.63

FUN-J)UE FROM
DIP-A-ONE
PAKS

753-6811

p ... ,.

IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFTS

Decoupage class to meet Nov.l6
A decoupage workshop will
be held on Saturday, Nov. 16 in
Room 242 or the Fine Arts
Bldg. Tom Spoemer, assistant
professor of art, said this wiU be
the last workshop offered this
year. With Christmas so near thiS
would be a good time to learn
how to make gifts With the easy
to learn decoupage process. The
workshop Is open to everyone
interested: Students,
housewtves, teachers, chUdren

ten and older aN! welcome when
accompanied by a parent.
This workshop will be
similiar to the others that were
held and only thirty participants
will be accepted into the session.
Spoemer hopes to work closely
with each participant and show
the many techniques of thE
decoupage process. All materials
will be furnished except Cor
something to protect clothing
and a paint brush. When the
workshop is finished, each

Board of Regents rejects
3 Student Gov. proposals
(From P... 1)

Tom O'Dell,
Hodgenville.

senior

from

In other action the Board
voted to initiate the "Alben W.
Barkley Distinguished Lecture
Series."
A report on dormitory
occupancy showed that 79.8
percent of the 3,940 available
rooms in the men's and women's
residence halls are occupied. The
average occupancy last spring
was 75.7 percent. This year's
figures include Clark Hall as a
woman's dorm. Wells Hall Is not
counted in the total.
Completion date ror Roy
Stewart Stadium was reported to
be Aug. 15, 1972. Preliminary
inspection or the General
Serivces Bldg. was set for this
past Tuesday, with occupancy
taking place between Nov. 15
and Dec. 1. Construction of the
biological station, which began
this summer, is on schedule.

present Saturday as well as
U'lJell and faculty representative
Dr. M.D. Hassell. The voting
Regents were Whittle, Harold
Glenn Doran, Harry Lee
Waterfield, Dr. Charles Howard
and Graves (Skip) Neale.
'
Absent were E.G. Adams
and Board chairman Wendell P.
Butler.
Bu tier's otfice of state
superintendent of public
instruction, which makes him
chairman of the boards of
regents of all state universities,
was won by Lyman V. Ginger or
Lexington, a Democrat, In
Tuesday's state-wide election.
Butler was voted commissioner
of agriculture In the race.
The next scheduled
quarterly meeting of the Board
of Regents Is set for late
January.

participant will have a
completed plaque, ready to hang
in your home, comparable to
one sold tor $10 to $15. Cost of
the workshop will be $5 per
person. More than one plaque
can be made during the
workshop whlcb will be held
from 9 a.m. until noon.

SEE HOJ\IEC0:\1ING EVENTS, BACK PAGE, SECTION lJ

For more infonnation and
applications contact Thomas
Spoemer at 753-6104.

Mrs. B. J. Hoffman
dies on October 29
Mrs. Lillian Hoffman, wt!e
of B.J. Hoffman, died last
Friday at the Murray..Calloway
County Hospital. Interment was
In the Murray Cemetery.
Mrs. Hoffman is survived l)y
her husbnad, B.J. Hoffman, who
was employed by the University
for many years as campus
caretaker and engineer.

TODAY
Homecoming Banquet for ,\1urray State News/Shield staff, 6
p.m. , SUB ballroom, ~peaker - Don Whitehead, $2.50.
Women's volleyball, MSU vs. JackROll Community College and
Lamhuth College, Murray.

SATURDAY, NOV. 6
HOMEC0\11NG PARADE, 9 :30a.m., parade will assemble ncar
AdministratiQn Bldg. and proceed down Main St.
HOMECOMING GA\ilo:, MSU v~. Austin Peav, 2 p.m. , Cutchin
Stadium.
.

TUESDAY, NOV. 9
Insight lecture, 7 : 30 p.m~ University Auditorium, speaker .
Harold Tavlor, one ticket for both nights, Sl.SO students, $2.50

non-stude~t.

Campus Lights band tryouts, 8:30a.m., recital hall of old Pric-.e
Doyle Fine Arts Bldg.

WEDNESDAY, NOV.lO

UCM luncheon, 12:30 p.m., United Campus~tinistry, 75 cenl,,
Campus Light~ dancing tryouts, Wed. and Thun~., call Sylvia
Other surv1vors Include a Higgins for information.
daughter, Mrs. Marvin Hodges or
Epsilon Pi Tau meeting, 6:30p.m., Applied Science Bldg.
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.; two
Student Council meeting, 6 p.m., 6th floor Educalion Bldg.
grandchildren, Virginia Carol
Amateur Radio Club meeting, 7:30 p.m., "Ham Shack" on
Hodges of Miami, Fla., and
Robert H. Hoffman, Jr., of Chestnut St.
Nashville, Tenn.; and three great
grandchildren.
THURSOAy I NOV. l l
TKE
pie
throw,
4 p.m., between Fine Arts Bldg. and Library.
Mrs. Hoffman, age 81, was a
11es~ion
with
John llolt, Insight speaker and author of
Rap
member of the First Christian
Church being active in the "Wbat Can I Do Monday," 4:30p.m., SUB.
lnflight lecture, 7 :30 p.m., tlniver~ity Auditorium, speaker-john
Christian Women's Fellowship
and the Service Circle Sunday Holt.
School Class. She was also a
member of the Woodmen of the
FRIDAY, NOV. 12
World Grove 126, the North
Frer<hman dance, t.ponsored by resident advisers, 8·12 p.m.,
Murray Homemakers Club, and Winslow Cafeteria, band • Papa John'$ $2.00 per couple, fre~hrnan
the Garden Department of the
girls admitted free, fri':Shmen only.
Murray Women's Club.

FOR RENT .

Representatives from the
Black Student Union appeared
before the Board to request a
budget of $2,000. The Regents
reiterated their earlier stand
that no student group other
than the Student Government
would be allocated funds by the
Board.

5 room furnished tpt.
2 bedrooms, kjtch-tte
with naw appliances,
carpeting, air-conditioning,
and electric heat. Vwy
Allltonable rant. Prefer couple
or 2 or 3 boys with raftrenc:•.

Five of the seven voting
Board of Regents members were

Call Baxter Bilbrey, 753-5617.
After 5 p.m., 753·1257.

Apartments
For Rent
Completely Furnished

~ Car~ted & Paneled

CHONG'S
Gateway Restaurant
Chinete-Americon

Highway 68 (Near Intersection 641 South)
6 Miles North of Benton, Ky.

A Note From Some Good Customers:

~
R
~

We used to drive 100 mites to Mo. to eat
Toney's food and now he is located at
Chang's Gateway Restaurant on Highway 68
north of Benton, Ky. We have eaten Chinese
food all over the United States and none
compares to Toney's.
Signed.
l.M. and Lucille Cowan
Murray, Kv.
H. W. and Ann Ferguson
Evansville, Ind.
Alb«t and Eva Hary
Terre Haute, Ind.

Air Conditioned

Complete Park Facilities

City Water, Sewage
Free Trash Collection
Free ·1V. Cable

Heated Pool
Tennis Coun
Shuffle Board

No Yards To Keep

Laundry Facilities
PicnK Area (gas grills)

2-Bay Car Wash

ALL THIS FOR

$100

A MONTH

Effective I~ediately if you rent one of our apartments for 1
year- you get the 12th month's rent FREE!

Future Reservations
Are Now
Being Accepted

9lioie4a &uvtt6
Telephone (502) 753-3280
U. 5. Highway 641 North
Murray, Kentl!cky 4207 1

, ... ,6
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MSU SITE OF HEARING CLINIC

WKMS
Programming
SclJedule

MONDAY

KEtTH BAILEY
PAIGE CLEMMENS
HAROLD SUGGS
CURTIS HART
JAY LANDERS

2-4
4-6

6-8
8-10
10.12

TUESDAY
2-4

LEE BAR N ETT
MIKE CHADWELL
RICH CROSSETT
RAY BOWMAN
KATHY C ANAVAN

4-6
6-8

8-10
1()-12

2: 30 } RELIGION TN THE NEWS
3:30 CALLOWAY COUNTY JUGH
4:00 MANAGING YOUR MONEY

2 :30 J AZZ REVISITED
3 : 30 THE FUTURE OF...
4:00 MURRAY UJGH SCHOOL

WEDNESDAY
2-4

~

6-1
6-10

1~12

THURSDAY
2-4
4-6
6-8
1'-10

1()-12

FRIDAY
2-4
4-6

6-8
8-10

1~12

ROGER HUMPHREY 2 :30 MUSIC AND THE WORD
MARCLUKER
3:30 AMERICAN FORESTRY
MJKE WESTBROOK 6 : 30 MEN AND MOLECULES
GEROLD PRICE
BRUCE BECK

ANNE CRETARO
SH ROBERTS
MAR
A
TIM BUCKLEY
BART DEJA.R NATE
TOM SEVERINO

2 : 30 SPECIAL OF THE WEEK
3 :30 BOOKBEAT
4 :30 BLACK STUDENT UNION

RON McNUTT
JOETAMNEY
TIM BUCKLEY
DAVE GARDNER
RON CORBIN

2:30 BERNARD GABRIEL
3:30 RADIO SMITHSONIAN
8:00 SOCK AND BUSKIN

SATURDAY

BROADCASTING BEGINS AT 9 A.M. Parade c:overaca beCiM at 9 : 1~
Football beclna at 2 :1~ (AuRin Peay)

Vet Admiitistration gives
520 educational assistance
According to Mr. J. D. Rayburn's office In room 450 o r
Rayburn,
Veterans Coordinator,
520 veterans
and their
dependents have enrolled at
MSU this fall semester who are
receiving educational assistance
from
the
Veterans
Administration.
If a veteran does not plan to
enroll for the spring semester, it
is urgent that Mr. Rayburn be
notified on or before December
10, 1971 in order to prevent an
overpayment.
There is a new service for
veterans which enables the
veteran to call, toll Cree, the
Veteran s Administration in
Louisville , Kentucky. The
number to call i s
1-800-292-4562. Any change in
dependents or enrollment should
be reported immediately to Mr.

First

Christ ian

Church

to

Grant provides corrective therapy
Identification and remedial
treatment of hearing, speech and
language disorders among
pre-school children is the focus
of a Cree program initiated this
fall at MSU.
Financed by a $2,300
University research grant for the
current school year, the project
involves the detection of
problems In young children
through clinical screening and
diagnostic evaluation and a
followup of corrective therapy.
Dr. Jim McDill, associate
professor of special education
and project director, sald the
program was conceived
following a survey in 1969 to
Identify children in Calloway
County public schools with
Impaired speech and hearing.
"That study revealed that
22.4 percent of all children in
the Calloway County school
system bad a speech, bearing or
language problem compared to a
national incidence of only about
six percent," he explained.
According to McDill,
research has shown that many
children with seemingly minor

speech difficulties at the
p r e-school level later have
specific learning problems In
school.
"So actually we are
approaching the problem from a
preventive standpoint, trying to
identify, diagnose and train
these younesters as early as
possible so they wlll not be
merely labeled as having a
'learning disability' when they
start school," he added.
After a chUd with a problem
is found initially through clinical
screening o~ a referral, he
undergoes diagnostic evaluation
at the speech and bearing clinic

Quad-State Chorus
conducted by Baar
presents
concert

The Quad-State Chorus
Festival accompanied by the
Murray State Chamber Orchestra
and conducted by Robert K.
Baar, associate professor of
music, presented its 24th annual
concert in the SUB ballroom on
Monday evening.
Elizabeth Newman, assistant
professor, was the soprano
soloist and Jeffery Foote,
instructor, the baritone soloist;
both are with the MSU Music
Department.
Beginning this year, alumni
The program featured
have been invited to stay at Faure's Requiem consisting of
we 11 s Hall during MSU seven movements, Intriot and
Homecoming. Living at Wells Kyrie, Offertorium, Sanctus, Pie
Hall will 'not be a first for many Jesu, Agnus Del, Libera Me, and
old erads, but being a guest of In Paradisum. The performance
the old dorm may be a new received a standing ovation at Its
experience for some.
conclusion.
Free parking, and literature
The chorus was composed
of events will also be provided of representatives from 74
for alumni during their stay.
different high sc b ools
In other plans fo the throughout Kentucky. Illinois,
A lumni Association, it is Tennessee and Missouri. The
conceived that the MSU Golf Quad-State Music Festivals are 1
Tournament winners will be sponsored by the MSU Music
presented during half time of the Department, Dr. Richard W.

Murray
Alumni
Invited to stay
Wells Hall
at

The First Christian Church
of Murray will feature special
guest, Darrall Faries, at a
contemporary service scheduled
for 10:45 Sunday.
Faries , a
folk
singer-composer best known for
his song, ''There's a World Out
There", also serves as editor of
"Alive", the national publication
or the Christian Church of the
Disciples or Christ. Faries is an
ordained minister or the Church.

These 24 hours can
a great time to be alive
If you live right.

Cablevision
by

used

200 students

Over 200 dorm residents
have subscribed to the
cablevlsion service which is
available presently in nine of the
eleven halls. The cablevislon
outlets were Installed ln the
residence halls for the first time
durin~t the summer months.
Due to the new semester
schedule, students arrived
on-campus at the beginning of
September, not permit~ing
cablevlsion personnel ample time
to complete work in Woods Hall
and Ordway Hall. Rather than
create a nuisance for residents of
those two residence halls during
the semester, the company has
postponed installation work
there until Christmas vacation.

Shirleys

For Your
-fomecoming
Mums

502 4th Street

tb~E:d:u~c;a:ti;on;ai~B~ld;g~.~~~~~H~o~m~ec;o;m~in;g~G~am
;e~.~~~~~~~F;arre
;u~.~c;h;
ainnan
;•······.:=••••••••iiii

TAPE HUT

hear

editor of

at Murray · State
and an
appropriate remedial program is
begun.
"Any parent who suspects a
child has a speech or hearing
problem should take the child to
a screening clinic or directly to
the speech and hearing clinic at
Murray State," McDill urged. "It
costs nothing and takes but a
little time--yet it might turn a
child's whole life around."

Craig Car Stereo
Quadriphonic
Eight-Track Tape
Player
$139.95 value
To Be Given Away Nov. 15
Come Out and Sign Up

• II I I I I I I I I I I l •
• OFF ON ALL TAPES •
•
•
•
•
ONE
DOLLAR
•
•
•
•
• WITH THIS COUPON •
•
•
•

OFFER GOOD NOV. 7THRU NOV. 15

•

• I I I I I I I I I I I I I •

Purchase 10 tapes anytime
get 1 FREE
Tapes Do Not Have To Be
Bought All At OneTime

P... 17
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NOV. 19-20

Frosh orientation
Educator conference slated undergoes changes

• 'Partnership Arrangement
in Student Teachlnlf" will be the
theme ot the first annual
conference of the Kentucky
Association of Teacher
Educators and lhe Kentucky
Department of Education in
Louisville Nov. 19-20.
Highlighting the two-day
meeting at the Seelbach Hotel or
people engaged In teacher
education wut be add re~ by
two prominent teacher
educators and a presentation by
a panel of profes.<;ional people
who work with student teachers.
Dr. Dwayne Lang, director
or student teaching at Indiana
University, and Dr. L. 0.
Andrews, distinguished professor
or the Department of Teacher
Education at Ohio State
Univetsity, will be the featured
speakers on the Nov. 19
program.
According to Dr. Donald E.
Jones, KATE president and dean
of the Graduate School at MSU,
Lang will speak at an afternoon
session, using as his topic
"Responslb'l'ty
f C0 II eges t 0
I I
0
Public Schools."
An d rews, co-au th or o r the
book entitled "Guiding Your
Student Teacher" and an active
memb er ot the National
Associaiton o f T eacher
Educators, will deliver the
banquet address on ''The
Partne r ship in Student
Teaching."
The panel during the
morning of Nov. 20 will focus its
attention on ''The Complete
Partnership" with John Lee or
the Department of Teacher
Education and Certification of
the S tate Department or
Education as the moderator.
Panel members will be: Dr.
Sidney Simandle, director of the
Department of Education and
Certification; Dr. Donald B.

Hunter, dean of the School of
Education at MSU. Dr. Guy S.
Potts, superintendent of the
Fayette County school system;
James Traylor, principal of
Paducah Tilghman High School;
Evelyn Livesay, a supervising
teacher in the Fayette County
system; and Dr. John Payne,

Dorm vacancies cited
as problem by dean
"The biggest problem we
are faced with now is the fact
that the dorms aren't full," said
Assistant Dean or Men J ohn
Yates. He spoke on the men's
dormitories and their recent
innovations at the United
Campus Ministry October 27 ·
Yates attributed the empty
dormitory rooms to the fact that
a donn is not as desirable in
many aspects as off-campus
housing. Another reason, he
added, t's the 1'act
that the donns
'
were over-built in the first place;
the University anticipated a
1arger donn residency than it
should have.
d
1
h
In
iscuss ng t e men's
dormitory changes this year,
Yates explained that many were
made to compete with
off-campus housing. The main
change was the use or the
freshman residence hall program,
which bas proven quite

Elliott Gould

hpolicies
db 0 kincluding
h
I'a .new dormf
an
• t e e lmmation
cautions and notifications,
availability of refrigeratots and
cablevlsion, and the elimination
of room Inspection.

°

inlngmar
Bergman's

°

"We still have a weekly
health and sanitation check,"
said Yates, "but there is no
r ating of the rooms or
warnings."
Although a pass key is used
during the room checks, nothing
is opened or searched except the
refrigerator, said Yates. In order
to search a room, Yates
explained, the student must be
present.

''The Touch"
~

STARTS WEDNESDAY--·
GIANT .POSTER GJVEAWA Y ~
FREE SEASONS PASS

successful so far.
0 n I y first semester
freshmen were admitted into the
freshman dorm explam
' ed Yates
•
· '
Yates stated that there were
Yates described the fewer room thefts this year, but
a t m o s p h e r e i n t b e more thefts of tape players and
upperclassman dorms as relaxed, so forth from cars on the

. .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - . .

STADIUM CHILI
Breakfast
2 eggs, bacon o r sausage, hash browns,
toast, juice & coffee

89¢

Mon. thru Fri.

Freshman orientation has with this new type of program.
director or student teaching at
Morehead State University.
There are two resident halls
branched of! into a new program
this year !rom what it has been for freshmen only. In each of
KATE, fonnerly known as in the past, according to Dean these dorms there are advisers,
the Kentucky Association of Sparkman.
which were called counselors
·
Student Teaching, adopted its
Freshmen in the past met in before this year. They give
new name to correspond with the auditorium 15 times during training to freshmen on bow to
the change in name of the the semester for 30 minutes each get along with people and on
time. Style shows were various other matters which are
national organization.
presented and lectures were helpful to the freshman student.
given on how to study, good They work with a unit of 20
manners, etc. This type of . students at a time. Students
program was very unpopular and meet with their resident advisers
unsatisfactory.
one night a week for three
According to Dean hours.
Sparkman, the new orientation
program was started by various
A bonfire will begin at 8:30
and attributed this also to the ~eachers wanting to orientate tonight on the gravel road near
freshman residence hall system. their own students. Last year the Regents Hall. Students are urged
A th
d ta
••
no er a van ge to 11nng Nursing, Agriculture, and Fine to bring wood to bum at this
in a dormitory this semester was Arts Departments experimented pre-homecoming activity.
the arrangement of bus trips to
the lake on weekends. This
provided the opportunity to
become acquainted with others
in the donn and from the
campus.
Other innovations included
the revision of residence hall

Open 24 Hours

Nov. 8-12

753-6061

parking
He cars
warned
students
to keep lot.
their
locked
and
take precautions against such
thefts if at all possible.

Insight book fair
set Nov. 9 · 11
A book fair will be held
in the SUB ballroom on the
I NSIGHT theme, ''THE
CHANGING FACE OF
HIGHER EDUCATION".
Approximately fifty soft and
hard cover books will be
displayed and available for
purchase. Books by the
INSIGHT speakers, Harold
Taylor and John Holt will be
featured. Dr. Taylor will
autograph copies of his books
in the ballroom at the forum
folllwng his lecture, the night
of Tuesday, November 9.
Holt will autograph Is books
in the ballroom during a
forum which will precede his
lecture, Thursday, November

11.
The award-winning film,
MAKE A MIGHT REACH
will be shown at regular
intervals during the Book Fair
(notice of specific times will
be posted).

at the COTTON CLUB
tonig ht, N ov.5

8 - 11:30

FEATURING

aAPHANDS,
HERE COMES CHARLIE

Get Your
Homecoming
Mums

At
SHIRLEYS

502 4th Street

murdered, mangled and
mauaaed. HiJ only hope ;,
a Manhal, wno wantl
him hanged.

LET us·

DO YOUR
PRINTING
• POLITICAL-CAMPAIGN MATERIALS
• DANCE & BANQUET INVITATIONS
• CHAPTER NEWS LETTERS
• PROGRAMS &POSTERS

MAYFIELD
PRINTING CO.
PHONE 247-5814

S. SUTTON LANE

MAYFIELD. KY.

Murn1Y State News

OPEN 7 DAYS 8:00 A.M.
u n ti I

c ENTRA L s HoPPING cENTER

12:00 P.M.

lb.69¢
IVORY
SOAP

4 for 31¢

Show Boat
PORK& BEANS can 12¢
All

Flavors

p
HI c.DRINKS 3 ~~sz· $1
FR'YER LEGS lb.49¢
~~~~~
BREASTtb.59¢ DOG FOOD 11¢ Ribier
LEG QTRS. lb. 43¢
ea~.~APES
lb.29¢
ORANGES for79
TOMATOES 49¢
Sweet
POT ATOES lb. lO¢
- - - - - - -1 Hershey's 16oz.can
CARAMEL 6 69
1100 :.=:.:=p. CHOC. SYRUP 27¢ APPLES
f•• ~
I With this coupon
I W
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oz.jar California KingSize
I
Offorax~m~. , • . 1 GRAPE JELLY 47¢ HONEYDEWS 69
F

·1

k

TwinPet

15%oz. can
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--·

and $5.00
2 1971

._.,.. __

20

ea.
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MSU DEFENDING CHAMPS

Soccer team in Louisville
for state championships

THE MURRAY STATE SOCCER TEAM will
particip.ce in the Kentucky lntAifeollegiete Soccer
Chempionshlp todey end tomorrow a t tha Univii'Sity of
Louisville. Murray is die defending champion. but they

Murray State's soccer team
will be in Louisvllle this
weekend to try to successfully
defend their title in the
Kentucky Intercollegiate Soccer
Championships.
Murray will also be looking
for their first win as they carry
a dismal 0-3-1 record into the
second annual tournament.
The Racers under the
direction of graduate assistant
John Camp, opened the season
with a tie against Vanderbilt 3-3.
Since then, however, it has been
all down hill.
Two weekends ago, Murray
lost its· third straight losing 3-1
to the University of Alabama at
Huntsville in Cutchin Stadium.
Records really do not show
the fu ll potential of the team
necessarily, however. Last year,
The next weekend, Murray
dropped a disappointing 3·1
decision to the University of
Cincinnati. A week later, the
soccer team was ripped by
defending national champions
St. Louis University 11-0.

hwa not farad so wall this year. compiling • 0-3-1
record. MSU will !Met the winMr of die UniYarsity of
Louisville • Berea College con~. h.ving drawn • bye in
the opening round.
Jlboto by BW Butleman

Golf team captures 4th place
The Murray State golf team
traveled to Shreveport, La. last
Thursday and Friday to
participate In the Centenary
College Intercollegiate Golf
Tournament, and finished In a
disappointing fourth place.
The linksters placed behind
National Collegiate Athletic
Ass oclatlon con tender
Oklahoma State, which shot an
886 for the 54-hole event. In
second place was Northeast
Louisiana with 915, while
Louisiana State University at
New Orleans (LSU · NO)
finished third with a total of
918.
Murray's total of 919 was
six points better than that of the
fifth place team, Mississippi.
Centenary, the host school,
Southwest Louisiana, McNeese
State, Northwest Louisiana, East
Central 0 klahoma, and
Louisiana Tech completed the
field or 11.
In the individual
competition, Danny Edwards of
Oklahoma State was the only
person to shoot under par,
compiling a 3-under-par 213 for
top honors. LSU-NO'S Rich
Gaille, last year's individual
winner, placed second with a
218, w bile Clay Long of

Mississippi finished in third place
with 224.
Chris Pigott, Paul Celano,
and Vernon Marcoullier all shot
229's for Murray, while Wally
Young and Mike Reitz rounded
out MSU's scoring with 232 and
233, respectively.
Commenting on his team's
performance, Coach Buddy
Hewitt said, "The whole team
and myself were disappointed to
close out the season with a bad
round on the last day or the
tournament,. after playing so
well the fll'St two rounds.
"Every player who went on
this trip has dedicated himself to
extensive practice this fall and
winter, hoping to be In top form
at the beginning of spring, and
to play that way throughout the
season."
Coach Hewitt's charges,
who won the OVC title last year,
have a demand ing spring
schedule ahead of them. First of
all, they will travel to Baton
Rouge, La. for a meet March
10-11. Then they go to
Missis.c;ippi State March 31 and
April 1, followed by the
Mid-South Collegiate Classic
April 7-8.

COLLEGE SHOP
acro88 from MSU library

The Chris Schenkel
Collegiate Invitational April
21·22 and the OVC Tournament
May 19·20 round out the
tournaments Murray will
compete in. Several dual meets
are scheduled throughout the
spring, including meets against
Southern Illinois University
April 5 at Carbondale and May 6
at Murray.
Murray finished in the top
four In each of the four tourneys
it participated in this fall. MSU
came in t bird in the
Mid-American Intercollegiate
Golf Classic, firSt in the Murray
State Invitational, second in the
WSM Intercollegiate Golf
Tournament, and fourth in the
recent Centenary College
Intercollegiate Tournament.

when the Racers enteted the
initial tournament, the team
coached by Gil Layman sported
a bleak 3-2·1 record.
The team, however, played
above its standards winning the
title by ousting University of
Kentucky 6-2 in the opening
round, by nipping favorite
Morehead 3-0 in the semi-final
round, and then be edging Berea
College 4·3 in the finale.
The team then wound up the
season with a respectable 6-2
record.
This year's tournament
includes the University of
Louisville, Berea College,
Morehead, Bellarmine and the
University of Cincinnati.
The Racers will meet the
winner of the Louisville-Berea
contest in the semi-final game of
the upper bracket. Murray
received a bye because they are
defending champions.
The finale will be Saturday
afternoon matching the two
winners of the different
brackets.

Ladies Pantsuits
and Men's Suits

Special

$1.19
good thm Nov. 14

CO LLEGE CLEANERS
across from Ordway Hall

Let's Get Acquainted

DidJa Know

Radio Shack

ELCOME BACK
GRADUATES!
Realistic 8 track car player with speakers
to be given away Friday night.

suits,

YOU 00 NOT HAVE TO BE PRESENT TO WIN

sportcoats
all the latest styles
- n1ce selection of shirts and ties,

.

-shoes

by Jarman

and Bostonian

Come on over for FREE donuts & coffee
and enjoy the live radio broadcast
from the store 7- 10 PM

f rid8y, N - - . r 6, 1871
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SEASON'S ENQ NEARING

Independent league still tied
With the end of the season
nearing rapidly the Independent
flag football league is still
knotted in ~ two-way Ue
between the Cotton Club and
White Hall.
Last Friday the Cotton Club
moved into first place with a
33-6 victory over BSU, while
White Hall was losing to the
Outsiders 12-0.
Matty Torno led the Cotton
Club 's attack , scoring on
touchdown runs or 20 and five
yards Torno also scored two
extra points, the first coming
on a sweep, and the second
coming on a pass from BUl
Keeney.
John Brunick scored the
Cotton Club's first six-pointer
on a one yard plunge. After
Torno's 20 yard TD, Dave
Rector rambled into the end
zone on a 15 yard run. Brunick
ran the extra point over.
Lou Alvarado scored next
on a short quarterback sneak,
with Torno going in tor the extra
poinl Torno then score his final
six-pointer behind the blocking
of Steve Baron.
BSU'S touchdown, their
first score ot the season, was
scored by Lonnie Burgett on a
50 yard pass.
The Outsiders handed White
Hall their first loss ot the year
behind the play of a stout
de fe nse. Hen ry Armstrong
scor ed t he tirst Outsider
touchdown on a 15 yard pass
from Pigeon McGinnis. The
point alter touchdown attempt
Called.
Willie Woodson scored the
Outsiders' rmat tally on a 10
yard scamper around left end.

·rhe extra point attempt was no
good.
In the other game on Friday
the StirkeOuts saw their hard
luck tum into good fortune as
they edged the Vets Club 7-0.
White Hall avenged Its loss
and an earlier tie with the
Cotton Club by edging the boys
from down south 2·0 Tuesday.
The contest proved to be
another defensive battle between
the two leaders, highlighted by
hard hitting and aggreslve play.
Reggie McCubbin accounted
tor the game's only score
mid·way in the first half as he
caught the Cotton Club's
quarterback, Alvarado, In tbe
end zone.
Each clu b had drives
stopped by interceptions and,
time and time again, made
sterling defensive efforts in

stopping each other's progress.
The Outsiders poured it on
the Vets Clu b 40-0 In
accumu latlng the season's
highest point total. Willie
Woodson scored first on a pass
from McGinnis.
Cecil Hall scored the second
s ix-poi nter by taking an
intercepted pass 20 yards Into
the end zone. Armstrong took a
pass from McGinnis for the extra
point.
McGinnis then rambled 60
yards down the sideline to put
the game out or teach. Dwight
Gibson, Greg Woodson and
Woodson scored the other
touchdowns, while Woodson and
McGinnis accounted for the
remaining extra points.
The StrikeOuts moved
above the .500 mart with a 34·0
demolisbine oLBSU.

WHITE
BACKFIE
ect ton
theStrlk.Outsln
r.c:ent intremural action. The Independent league il still t ied with two
g~me~ remaining on the IChedule. White Hell end the Co n on Cfub MC:h
heve identical 5-1· 1 recOI'ds.

THREE TEAMS BATTLE FOB TOP SPOT

Greek football title up for grabs
Due to postponements of
various sorts, the Greek fiag
football league still has two
games to play, with t he title up
for grabs among three teams.
Last Thursday, the race
tiehtened up somewhat as Pi
Kappa Alpha and Sigma Chi
both scored 12·0 shutout
victories over Kappa Alpha and
Lambda Chi Alpha respectively.
The Pikes scored Cirst on a
45 yard run by Johnny Bacon.
The extra point attempt was
stopped short. Brad Williams
scored final touchdown for t he

Pikes, taking a 35 yard pass from
Mike Hogan. The point after
attempt fell incomplete.
Sigma Chi ecored on the
first play of the pme, an
electrifying 80 yard kickoff
return by Tom Haight, and never
looked behind. The extra point
attempt Collowing Haight's
spectacula r scamp e r was
fumbled.
Bill Pasco accounted tor
Sigma Chi's ·final tally, as he
swept five yards around left end.
The point after touchdown
attempt was stoooed short.

On Monday, two games
involving second division teams
were played. Kappa Alpha
shutout Sigma Phi Epsilon 6-0,
and Tau Kappa Epsilon blanked
Lambda Chi Alpha 27-0.
David Travis accounted for
KA's six-pointer, their first
touchdown of the year, by
hauling in a 60 yard Ike Saylor
pass. The extra point attempt
failed.
Bill Drago started the Tekes'
onslaught by rambling 40 yards
for their initial touchdown. Tom
Eisenmann scored the extra

point on an oft-tackle play.
Eisenmann scored the
'second six-pointer on the same
'running play. Fullback Vinnie
Pappalardo accounted for the
extra point.
The Tekes third touchdown
came as Mike Hutson took an
Intercepted pass 20 yards.
'Hutson passed to Drago for the
extra point. BiU Bergman scored
the final tally Cor the Tekes,
taking a 10 yard pass rrom
Hutson. The extra point attempt
railed.

WELCOME FORMER
DANCE BAND
C-...ette Stereo Recorder Built Into '
A Compact FM Stereo/FM-AM Reoelve r
One compact unit holds a top-notch FM stereo/ FM-AM receiver
plus stereo cassette recorder. Add a pair of speakers. and
you're ready for complete mustcal enjoyment Add a tape deck
. .
and record changer at any t1me.
Make stereo cassette record1ng s d1rect1y from the budt-tn
tuner from your phonograph or other aux1hary s1gnal source.
Do your own th1ng - tape recordings with the opt1onal stereo
microphone The record level control aulon:'alicalty keeps loud
signals from over10adrng the tape and soft Signals from
becomrng too soft.
Locate stat1ons eas1ly on the slide-rule tuning d1al A local/
distant switch improves fringe area receptton . An AFC swrtch
locks in FM An indicator light stgnals a stereo program
The HST-399 comes in a handsome walnut cabrnet.

--

MEMBERS!! ·

GOOD LUCK RACERS
AGAINST AUSTIN PEA Y!!
from

CHUCK'S MUSIC CENTER
1411 Main Street
Ope n 8:30 - 5 - Monday - Saturday

Superb Perfonnance From Records,
FM S tereo, FM And AM Broadcasts
The HP-510 looks like an audi(JPhlle component. More Important.
11performs ltke one You'll hear your lavonte FM stereo, FM and
AM programs and your records loud and clear And. you can
add a tape or cassette deck any time
You can p1ck through the most crowded a1rwaves to select one
. FM station from a host of stronger ones, and hear 11Without
no1se or tnterterence - that's the result or an FET front end and
soltd·state IF ltlters Your records wrll sound better and last longer
thanks to a Dual professronal auto/manual turntable You'll
hear everything w1th rich. realistiC power - because the HP-510's
all·silicon ampl1fier and 2·way speaker systems are among the
frnest anywhere. In otled walnut ltntsh w1th detachable dust cover.

.,.
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TAKE FIRST FOUR PLACES

Racers out run Edwardsville ~omen's ~~tram~rals
Increases In action

Mu rraf State' s cross
country team placed four
runners in front of SIU
(Edwardsville's) first man In a
dual meet at CaUoway County
Country Club October 27.
The Racers easily won
16-44 with a classic four-way tie
for first place by Jim Krejci,
Sonny Fennel, Gregg Fullarton,
and Dennis Sturt. The four
crossed the finish line holding
hands and well ahead or SIU's
first runner, their time was
26:16, for the frve miles.
The next finisher for the
Racers was Ed Coutu in sixth
place. Coutu beat all but one or
the visiting team's men.
Sophomore John Balbach
was eighth, Gene Wels eleventh,
Steve Fleenor twelvth, and Mark
Bauman fiftenth for the Racers.
Racers.
After the meet Coach BtU
Cornell said , "We ran well today,
our four men In front did a real
good job."
Last Saturday the Racers
traveled to Cape Girardeau, Mo.
for a meet with Southeast
Missouri. The Racers captured
the first two places and the meet
by a score of 24-31.
Fennel broke the course
record with a 24: 18.5 for five
miles. The Racers second runner
Krejci also was under the old
record of 25:07 by 34 seconds

the Racers because last year the
Indians beat the Racers at
CaUoway Country Club.

set by. Pan American Game's
runner Hector Ortiz or Western.
Two I ndi a n runners
foUowed Krejci across the line.
Fullarton was fifth and Sturt
sixth for Murray.
Coutu was the Racers' fifth
man finishing in tenth place,
Weis was thirteenth, and Balbach
fourteenth.
The win was Important for

Southeast has a balanced
team and has won most of their
meets this season.
This weekend the Racers are
idle resting up for the Ohio
Valley Conference meet next
week in Cooksville. Tenn.

Coed volleyball to start;
team rosters due Nov. II
Co-ed volleybal l
competition will start on Nov.
16, reports Miss Nita Graham.
T his will include tow leagues, an
independent and a Greek league.
Team r osters must be
turned in to Miss Graham by 4
p.m. on Nov. 11. The rosters
may include a maximum of six
men and six women. The Greek
rosters may be any combination
of one fraternity and one
sorority, totaling 12.
T hese two volleyball leagues
will be open to all students,
faculty, and staff members so
everyone Is Invited to be o n a
team.

Murray State's Varsity"
lnter-Collgiate VolleybaU Team
is now undefeated with a perfect
record of 6-0. Their next games
are Nov. 5 with Jackson and
Nov. 6 at 10 a.m. with Austin
Peay. Both are home games.
The tennis team has ended
fall competition with a winning
record of 3-1. Miss Graham,
tennis coach , reports that the
entire team wUl return next
semester for spring competition.
As of now, the basketbaU
team has yet to begin practice
because most of the basketball
players are also on the volleyball
team.

In women's intramurals on Just Us 15-3, 16-14; and Black
October 26, Deli's Kids defeated Student Union defeated Baptist
W.D.O.A. 15·2, 15-3; Nita's Student Union 9-15, 15-10,
Netters edged out Deli's Kids 15·10.
6-15, 15-9, 16-14; and then beat
In sorority competition,
Nuts and Bolts 12-15, 15-2, Alpha Gamma Delta crushed
15-11; Fopettes beat Woods AOPi 15-5,15-1.
Hoods 2-15, 16-5, 15-1.
The standings are as
Black Student Union follows:
defeated M.P. & Co. by default;
M.P. & Co. rolled over Nuts and
Bolts 15-10, 13-15, 15-2; Super
Jocks blasted Bouncers 15-6,
15-1; and defeated Nuts and
Bolts by default; and the Baptist
Student Union defeated
N.D.G.'s by default.
In the panheUenic division
of women's intramurals, ADPi
defeated Alpha Gamma Delta
15-2, 15-7; and Alpha Sigs
16-14, 15-1; (A) team o f KD's
squeezed by Sterna Sigma Sigma
16-14, 8-15, 15-11.
In competition on October
28, M.P. & Co. defeated
Bouncers 15·5, 15-3; W.D.O.A.
rolled over Just Us 15-12, 15-8;
and defeated Fopettes 15-11,
AII·Jersey Milk
16-18, 15-10; N.D.G.'s defeated
Is
my favorite!
Real MeCoys by default and
It
tastes
crushed Woods Hoods 15-10,
really 100d!
15-6.
Super Jocks defeated Just
Us 15-8, 15·11 and Dell's Kids
15-13, 15-11; Real MeCoys
defeated Nuts and Bolts by
default; Nita's Netters won over •

Bonanza Book Sale!
Originally· published at $2.50 & $25.00
NOW ONLY .$1.00 to $10.95

Scientific tests
prove that
All·Jersey
has more protein
than other milks
of the same
cream content.

AII·Jersey Milk
Is 1uaranteed
to come only from
100% Jersey herds. ,
You can't 11t
any better than tllat!

153. John FiUpralcl Kennedy. • • ~ WE

Ll15. Great Ce11tera of Art:MUNlCH. 168 Photo., 36
in F ull Color. The most beautiful works o hrt.from 10
mUJeums in Munich . Subjects incl. colna, jewla,
clwical art and that with local usoclatio nHrtiata i.nd.
Kandlnsky, Klee, Lenbach, Cranach, Durer, etc. 10 x
13 3/4.
Pub. at $20.00.
Only $7.95

L

K687. WILD LIFE ON mE PLAIN .l HORRORS OF
INDIAN WARFARE. Reveals authentically the
complete history of Indian life, warfare and adventure
In America Incl. Custer's deteriptioD of "Wild Bll,..
Shennan's terrible march 111d pioneer theoda of
Indian history and culture.
()rig. Pub . at $20.50
Ollly $3.95

1313. THE DECLINE .l PALL OF NAZI GERMANY
&IMPERIAL JAPAN. By H. DoWnpr. 880 Photo.,
Mapa. Pictorial History of lut 100 daya of World
u on land, tea and air. Fantastic documentary ma.terial
from Gemwl, Japanea. Allied eoun:es make th• the
molt authe~~cic, readable. Informative account ever to
appear. Pub. at $12.50
Only SS.95.

821. AUDUBON'S ANIMALS, TilE IMPElUAL
COLLECTlON. By J.J. Aud11bon. 150 or the Gnat
Audubon animal paintinp reproduced in Ful Color
for the flnt time Iince 1848. Anecdo tal, o ripnal text

K906. ROWAN AND MARllNS LAUGH-IN. The
best jokes, one-linen, paftiti, and IJiaht pp fro m the
biJ.uioua T V ahow. FiDed with loa of picturet and

REMEMBER HIM. Over 200 Photos from family INl

public eource~. Remem~ in w~ and unique
and to uc:hina pict~ from hill &miJy, friencb and
prominent
throupoat the wodd. Complete
unabddpd 9 3/4 x 9 toftbouad ·repriat· of volume
published at $14.95.
Only Sl.OO

naum

W.•

color photot. Guannteed to keep yoa lauplna for
houn, with the same hUarioua dialosue they uee in the
show. Pub. at $6.95.
Only $1.49

is included, plus accurate, m,odern natural hiltory
Information. 9 x 12.
Otig. Pub. at $25.00
New complete ed. Only $6.95

K653. OUTI.AWS ON HORSEBACK. By Harry

Sinclair J>nao. ruatory o f o rpnlzed bancb of Bank A
Train robbeD w. •.. terrorized the Prairie~ o r Miaoud,

K796. lnapltational Readiftl: mE FAMILY ALBUM.
Ed. by A. .t N. DeMo.. Beautiful collection for whole
family or poetry and proee for every aeuonal occuioD
and hoiiday lndeding New Year's, £alter to
Otristmu. Lovely ~ mclucfes Wlitinp by
Gibnn, llacoln, Looafelow, etc. 19 Pul Color Plata.
Simulata leather bindln&Pub. at $4.95.

Kana~

A Oltlaho1 'II. Tales of F!Ult .l Je.ee Jam-,

Dalton Gana. etc.

Pcab. at S$.00

Only $1.98

Only $1.49

Many other titles to choose from
BOOK LOVER'S BONANZA

at

WALLACE'S BOOK .STORE
1413 Olive

Weekdays

8:00 · 8:00
Sat. 9:00 . 5:00

yan
Milk
Company

~riday, Nowem~Mr
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Tom Chady

Fearless Foursome Forecasts

Seniors, Cutchin Stadium bid farewell
Besides highlighting
Homecomine tomorrow
afternoon's contest will be
speclalln a number of ways.
It will be the final home
game for ten Racers and may
very well be the final football
came ever to })(I played in
Cutchin Stadium. It is .also the
13th· lucky as it may be-meeting
between tlie two schools.

Seniors
It is hard to believe that
names like Dave Ford, Frank
Head, E.W. Dennison, Stan
Watts and Glenn Fausey will be
beard for the last time over
Murray's loudspeaker.
A special congratulations
and thanks is well deserved by
these players as well as the rest
of the seniors including Pat
Hagarty , Rick Culler, Lany
Roberts, Roger Weidemann, and
Merrill Brick.

5, 1971

Ford made eight tackles and had
six assists. He also caused a
fumble and kept tremedous
pressure of Eastern passers and
rollouts.
Ford is a 6-3, 26~pound
senior from Evansville, Ind.

Dick Cunningham
Former Murray State
basketball star Dick Cunningham
made the headlines last Monday
by coming off the bench and
propelling the Houston Rockets
to a 102-97 National Basketball

Assoclation victory over Buf!alo
at Houston.
Cunningham, substituting
for injured Elvin Hayes, scored
six points and had two assists in
leading the Rockets to a 46-39
halftime lead. He finished the
contest with ten points.
While at Murray,
Cunningham led the league in
rebounds. His final season he
was the top rebounder in the
nation. He was traded by the
world-champion Milwaukee Bucs
at the outset of this season.

MSU rifle team defeated,
victim of Tenn. Tech co-ed

Murray State's riDe team
met with its first loss of the
season last Saturday at the East
Tennessee State Invitational.
After knockine off a strong
Dave Ford
East Tennessee team and North
Dave Ford made it three in Carolina State Univenlty durine
a row being named defensive the mornJng shooting, the
player of the week. He is the Racen fell victim to Tennessee
third Murray player to be Tee h during the afternoon
honored in as many weeks. He matches.
was preceeded by Rick Fisher
Tech established a new
two weeka ago and Frank Head 1ational record by firing an
last week.
unbelievable 2308 out of 3000
Ford received the honor for to knock the Racers from the
his ef{orts against Eastern which ranks or the undefeated. This Is
Murray upset 17-7 last Saturday. the Orst time that any team In

the nation bas ever scored above
2300.
Mary Keys of I!:TSU
shattered three national
Individual records by shooting a
pnenomlnal 589 out of a
possible 600.
All-American Bill
Schweitzer led the Racer effort
against Tech by firing an
excellent 577. He was followed
by Bob Arledge and Roger Buck
who both shot 562's.
All-America's Roger Estes and
Kevin Cherry rounded out the
Racer scoring by ruing 557 and
556 respectively.

Tom Chady
Murray
Western
Tenn. Tech
Morehead

Austin Peay
Middle Tenn.
Eastern
East Tenn.

28
27
21
24

21
20
13
17

Bill Bartleman
Murray
Middle Tenn.
Eastern
Morehead

21
27
17
34

Austin Peay
Western
Tenn. Tech
East Tenn.

13
24
14
21

Mike Turley
Murray
Western
Tenn. Tech
Morehead

30
40
20
28

Austin Peay
Middle Tenn.
Eastern
East Tenn.

13
17
14
10

Phil Tbeobald
Murray
Western
Eastern
Morehead

21
24
17
27

Austin Peay
Middle Tenn.
Tenn. Tech
East Tenn.

7
10
14
7

Have two cloon kept you
out of a Volkswagen?

Alan Raidt & Walter Bum ph us
model the latest in fall fashions ....
from Murray's leading shop for men

!Jluckinglyam-~au,
Dixielan d Shopping Center

1fitd.

Don't answer yet.
The cor in the picture is o Volkswagen.
And, os you con see, it has four doors.
It's our new 411 4-Door sedan.
l ike most 4-door sedans, our 411 gives the
people in the bock almost as much room as
the people in the front.
Unlike 'most 4-door sedans, though, there's
also room for luggage in the front as well os
in bock.
Like most 4-door sedans, our 411 has on
engine.
Unlike most 4-door sedans, our engine gets
about 22 ,miles to 'the gallon.
like most 4-door sedans, our 411 offers o
lot of options. Automatic tronsmiuion, radial
tires, rear-window defogger, to nome a few.
Unlike most 4-door sedans, those options
ore included in the price of the cor.
Now you con answer if you like:
( } Yes.
I } No.

CARROLL
YOLKSWAGEI. DIC.

~
P HONE 753·1150
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READ THE
MURRAY STATE NEWS
FOR ALL THE LATEST SPORTS HAPPENINGS
STARKS
HARDWARE

G
I
F

1-NEBRASKA
2-0KLAHOMA
3--ALABAMA
4-MICHIGAN
S-PENN STATE

11-STANFORD
12- WASHINGTON
13--ARKANSAS
14-SOUTHERN CAL
1S-L.S.U.

'-GEORGIA
7- AUBURN
I-OHIO STATE

~TEXAS
1~NOTRE

DAME

Saturday, Nov. 6-Major Colleges
Alabama
,Arizona State
Arkansas
Army
Auburn
Boston Colleea
Bowlin& Green
Cincinnati
Colpte
Colorado
Colorado State
Cornell
Dartmouth
Dayton
Duke
East Carolina
Georgia
Georgia Tech
Holy Cross
Houston
Idaho
Illinois
Kent State
louisville
••Miami, Fla.
Michigan
Mississippi
Nebraska
New Mexic:)
New Mexico State
North carolina
Northwestern
Notre Dame
Ohio State
Oklahoma
Oklahoma State
Oregon
Oreaon State
Pacific
Penn State
Princeton
Purdue
Richmond
San Diego State
southern Cal
S.MU,
Southern Missl55ippl
Stanford
Tennessee
Texas
Texas Tech
Toledo
Tulane
Utah State
Vanderbilt
Villanova
V.P.I .
Wake Forest
Washineton
Western Michlpn
Yale

T

s

H

0
p

FOR AL L
OCCASIONS
12th & Poplar

EARLY
BIRD
OIL CO.

27
31
28
31

34
23
28
27
20
24

22
31
24
23

21
30
35
28
22
24
14
21
17
21
30
45
28
35
24
20
24
20
31
22
49
17
27
26
22
45
23
21
26
25
33
22
33
29
21
40
27
34
24
25
24

23

25
21
30
21
22

L.S.U.

Lowest Prices
in Town

Appalachian
Arkansas State
Arkansas Tech
Austin Peay
Carson-Newman
East Texas
Eas.tern Mlchlpn
Funnan
Glenville
Hampden-Sydney
Henderson
Livin,ston
Louistana Tech
Martln
McNeese
Morehead
Newberry
Presbyterian
Randolph-Macon
Samford
SOuthern State
SW Texas
State Collep Ark.
Tennessee Tech
Texas A & I
Texas lutheran
Trinity
Washtneton
lH
West liberty
Western carolina
Western Kentucky
Wofford

a.

College Men Know

24
14
21
11
28
27

~risham Youna
15
Rice
7
7
Rutsers
Mississippi State
7
Syracuse
20
Arlington
6
North Texas
15
Bucknell
10
Kansas
6
Wichita
15
14
Brown
Columbia
12
Xavier
11
West Virainia
20
Davidson
1
Florida
7
Navy
7
Massachusetts
7
Memphis State
14
Weber
1
Indiana
8
Marshall
14
Tulsa
12
North Carolina State 7
Iowa
6
Tampa
14
Iowa State
6
Utah
21
West Texas
15
Clemson
20
Minnesota
11
Pittsburgh
6
Michigan State
20
Missouri
7
7
Kansas State
Air Force
24
Arizona
14
Hawaii
21
Maryland
7
13
Harvard
Wisconsin
17
The Citadel
20
San Jose State
22
Washinl(ton State
17
Texas A & M
20
7
V.M .I.
U.C.L.A.
14
South Carolina
10
Baylor
13
T.C.U.
20
Northern Illinois
12
Ohio u
13
Wyomina
21
Kentuckv
23
6
Boston U
Virginia
14
William & Mary
14
California
13
Miami (Ohio)
7
Pennsylvania
11

21

29
30

31
20
22
23
20
22
24
16
28
19
37
23
24

~
22

23

21
20
22
30
27
24

Florence
sw Louisiana
ouachita
Murray
Maryvtlle
Sui Ross
NE Louisiana
Guilford
Concord
Towson
Harding
Delta State
Chattanooga
Troy
NW Louisiana
East Tennessee
Elon
Gardner-Webb
Bridfewater
MisSissippi Collaae
Millsaps
Howard Payne
Ark. at MonticellO
Eastern Kentucky
Sam Houston
Prairie ViLamar
Southwestern, Tenn.
Fairmont
West Va. State
Middle Ten nessee
catawba

15-COLORADO
17- ARIZONA STATE
11-TENNESSEE

SHOP, INC

l~HOUSTON

20-MISSISSIPPI

Other Games-East
17

Other Games-South and Southwest

Highest Quality

TABERS BODY

The Harmon Football Forecast

6

7

12
1!1
10

9
10
0

Albri&ht
Alfred
Amherst
Bowdoin
Brid&eport
Brockport

cw

21

15
14
13
22
13

18
14

0
10
17

27
21
31
22
26
20
30
27
21
22
IS
20
24
30
28

Post

Central Connecticut
Clarion
Delaware
Delaware Valley
Hillsdale
•
Hobart
Maine
Middlebury
Montclair
New Hampshire
Northeastern
Penn Military
Slippery Rock
Southern Connecticut
Temple
UPSala
West Chester
Williams
Worcester Tech

21

27
21
24
35
21
45
27
24

Lebanon Valley
Hamilton
Trinity
Tufts
Glassboro
Curry
Ithaca
American lntem'l
Shippensbura
lehl&h
lycomina
Indiana U
Drexel Tech
Vermont
Union
Jersey City
Sprl nlfleld
Cortland
Muhlenberg
Lock Haven
Adelphi
Rhode Island
Moravian
Mansfield
Wesleyan
Norwich

20
0
15
20
0

24 HOUR

• -·

6

13
17
6
7
14
21
14
13
12
0
6
7

13

10

7
0

13

6
6
13

.-··

20

21
32

38

22
17
17
21
27
23
19
14
22
26
20
19
26
22
20

25

28
20
20
26
21
21
32
27
45
27

24

20
21

24
29
23
14

24

28
22
31
23

WRECKER
SERVICE

Hope
Indiana State
Waynesbura
Capi tal
Wittenber&
Wheaton
Colleae of Emporia
Illinois State
SE Oklahoma
Lawrence
Peru
Anderson
Sout hern Illinois
Lanaston
Illinois Colleae
Manchester
St. Thomas
Albion
Hiram
Central Missouri
Morris
Auaustana, 111.
Graceland
DePauw
Hastinas
sw Missouri
St. Norbert
Bluffton
Oberlin
Omaha
Coe
Macalester
Evansville
NW Missouri
NW Oklahoma
Butler
Sewanee
Emporia State
U.S.I.U .
Milwaukee
Eastern llliinois
Baker

14

7

0
6
21
6
14
10
7
13

0

13
10

1301 CHESTNUTST
MURRAY, KY

6

19
7
13
12
16
20

H

6

17
7
7
20
6
7

o
o

0

m

e

21

7
6
16

15
12
22
7
16
27
7
6
7

Other Games-Far West
Boise
Cal Lutheran
cat POly (S.L.O.)
Central Washlneton
Chico State
Colorado College
Colorado Western
Eastern NMexico
Fullerton
Hayw~~rd

Humboldt
Lon& Beach
Nevada (Reno)
Northern Colorado
Pacific Lutheran
Pupt Sound
Redlands
San Fernando
Santa Barbara
SOuthern Utah
Wastem Washlnaton
Whittier

H & H CYCLE SHOP

24
26
22
23
28
20
17
30
33
21
26
24
30
28
25
14

17
23
30
30
42
22

Northam Arizona
Sonoma
Nevada (Las Vegas)
Southern Oreaon
San Francisco State
Kansas Wesleyan
Adams State
Rolla
Riverside
Davis
Sacramento
Fresno State
San Francisco u
Sout ham Col0f1ldo
Lewis & Clark
Simon Fraser
Occidental
cat Poly (Pomona)
Los Anples
Western NMexico
On~aon Tech
Pomona

23
7
20
13

o

16
7

17

0
14
20
21
7
12
13
7
14
20
6

10

o
6

Nov. 6

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE

MURRAY'S DOUBLE
KNIT HEADQUARTERS

Supports

SHIRTS
PANTS

MURRAY STATE
FOOTBALL

COATS

THE
COLLEGE SHOP

ACROSS FROM T H E LI BA A R V
Open 1 a.m. 1D 8 p.m •

.-

•

. - ...-.. ....:·-

Other Games-Midwest
Adrian
Akron
Ashland
Baldwin-Wallace
Ball State
Carroll
Central Methodist
Central Michipn
Central Oklahoma
Cornell (Iowa)
Culver-Stockton
Defiance
Drake
E. Cent ral Oklahoma
Euntka
Franklin
Hemline
Kalamazoo
Kenyon
Lincoln
Michigan Tech
Millikin
Missouri Valley
Mt. Union
Nebraska Wesleyan
NE Missou ri
Northern Michigan
Northwood
Ohio Wesleyan
Pittsbura
Ripon
St. John's
St. Joseph's
SE Missouri
sw Oklahoma
Valparaiso
Wabash
Washburn
Washinaton U
wayne, Mich.
Western Illinois
William Je-ll

7

o

12
20
7
14
6
8
14
12
13
6
14

23
40

816 COLDWATER RD.

Mur...y Stnt New~
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Football highlights homecoming
Austin Peay to test sizzling R acers
in antiquated Cutchin Stadium finale
bvTomChady
Sport1 Editor

Bonnie Sloan

Tomorrow afternoon's clash
between Murray and Austin
Peay will highlight Homecoming
events for 1971. It may also very
well be the final football contest
to be played In Cutchin
Stadium. A capacity crowd Is
expected to be on band to
witness the event.
It will be the 13th meeting
between the two schools. Both
teams have won six games. And
if the past is a valid crystal ball
as to what kind or game to
expect, it would be Interesting
to note that only four of the 12
contests totaled less than 45
points.
In 1968, the Governors
outlasted Murray 66-35. In
1969, Murray reversed the tide

tipping Austin 53-41. L$St year,
Austin Peay ended a seven-game
losing streak by humiliating the
Racers 45-7.
The Governors which have
26 lettermen returning from last
season's club will be led
defensively by linebacker Gerald
Noble and tackle Bonnie Sloan.
Noble, a starter from last
year's squad, has provided the
experience and power of the
defensive middle linebacker
position. Sloan was considered
both last year and this year u
one of the league's top
performers.
The Governors' offense
which has not been as
productive this season as in
seasons past, will either be

FISHER GAI NS 112 YARDS

Racer's 17-7 victory over Colonels
moves MSU to 4th place in OVC
byTomCt.cty
Sports Editor

The Murray State Racers
continued to show progress as
they ran over a flat Eastern
Kentucky squad 17-7 before
6500 partisan fans for their
second victory In three games.
A faxed-up Racer defense
forced rour Colonel : .1mbles and
intercepted a pass to contain
Eastern's explosive oUense to
only one touchdown. The unit
headed by linebackers E.W.
Dennison and Frank Head and
tackle Dave Ford consistently
pounded the Colonel running
backs.
The Colonels had four first
half drives stifled and went into
the dressing room at halftime
without a point to show for
their efforts consisting of 12
first downs and 209 total yards.

t

The Racers, meanwhile,
wasted little time In getting on
the scoreboard as Tom Pandolfi
rifled a 38-yard scoring strike to
Scotty Crump wlth less than
four minutes gone in the
opening period.
The pass wound up as
Murray's only passing yardage
the entire half. Murray also
gained only 55 yards rushing and
converted a total or only four
first downs.
Eastern struck first blood In
the second half as Bob Fricker
carried the ball in from the one,
climaxing a well-sustained
85-yard march.
But then the Racer defense
went back to work and Ufted
Murray back on top as Mike
Tepe grabbed a Fricker pass and

THE RACERS ended their tumbling Kt with two
11ictones and a tie in their last th,.. gema, the 1a18st
win being over E.n•n 17-7 l.n Saturday at Cutchin
Stadium. Rick Fisher is shown hefe aft• being tripped
up for a snort pin aplnrt tha Colonels. Fisher pined

raced 28 yards in for the score.
Tepe was escorted into the
endzone by three blue jerseys.
Stan Watts rapped the game
up mid-way in the nnat stanza
when- he added a 22-yard netd
goal. Watts had an earlier
attempt from the 19 partially
blocked.
The Colonels out-muscled
Murray In both rushing and
passing. They could not,
however, manage to put their
muscle to work on the
scoreboard.
The Colonels were led by
runnJng back Jimmy Brooks
who finished the game with 138
yards In 32 carries. Brooks,
however managed just 49 yards
In the second half.

112 yns in 27 C8f'rial, which eiv• him a _ , total
of 789 yardL Ha only , _ . 206 yards in the R - . '
• • ttl,.. games to brak Rlltf Halca's 994 yant merit ••
in 1968.

headed by sophomore Mike
Johnson or freshman Tom
Thross.
Johnson completed 27 of
68 passes for 178 yards and two
touchdowns as a freshman.
Johnson, however, this season
has connected on just 21 of 60
attempts while having seven
intercepted.
Thross, meanwhile, hit 11
of 24 passes in his first collegiate
appearance. His aerials were
good for 141 yards. For his
efforts against Middle Tennessee
he was named to the stars of the
week.
The Governors have lacked
offensive steam in every of their
last six pmes. Since opening the
season with a stunning 34-0
romp over Troy State, the Govs
have even failed to manage plus
yards rushing three times.
The defense has also bad tis
problems In trying to recover
from offensive erron against
much stronger and more potent
teams.
Murray, which Incurred
several of the same problems
earlier in the year, has been
fired-up both offensively and
defensively in all of their last
three outings.
The Racers pounded ~
out constantly against the Blue
Raiders which are currently
leading the conference in team

Dave Ford
defense. They also ran well
against East Tenne&l8e despite
the adverse weather conditions
which forced a ~ tie.
In their latest act, Murray
forced flat Eastern into
numerous turnovers and then
cashed in on them to carry them
past the Colonels 17·7.
Murray Is considered a slipt
favorite as the two teams ready
to meet. The Racers, which
move Into fourth place with
their win over Eastern, sport a
respectable 2-2-1 conference
record and a 3-3-1 overall mark.
Austin Peay is 0-4 in
conference play and only 1-6
overall.

Our foes
Hilltopper s can cl inch OVC ti tle
with vi c tor y over Middle Tenn.
Western Kentucky which is
currently prancing all over Ohio
Valley Conference opponents
need only one more win to rap
up the conference crown.
The Hi lltoppers which
nearly destroyed Morehead
34-11 last weekend meet a
staunch Middle Tennessee crew
tomorrow.
The Blue Raiders have lost
only one conference contest that
to Murray three weeks ago.
Since then they have whipped
Austin Peay 19-7 and routed
Ball State 28-7.
Quarterback Melvin Daniels
led the Blue Raiders attack by
scurring for three touchdowns.
Daniels also led his team in
rushing with 77 yards in 13
carries. His tallles came from
two, 10 and 44-yards out.
The Middle defense held
Ball State to only 121 total
yards, while the oftense amassed
over 340.
The Hill toppers used a
balanced offense rushing for US
yards and passing for another
115. Their defense allowed only
23 yards total rushing and 132
in the air.
Tennessee Tech which also
has only one conference setback
will tangle a slipping Eastern
Kentucky team. The Colonels
have lost two straight including
last weekend's 17-7 decision to
Murray.
Tech, on the other hand,
outlasted the University of
Tennessee at Chattanooga 14-7.
The Golden Eagles grounded out
259 yards rushing but bad to
rely on three interceptions to

preserve the victory.
Morehead will try to get
back on lhe winning· track as
they prepare to take on East
Tennessee. The Eagles were
spanked by lea1ue-leadlng
Western last weekend and were
crushed by Tennessee Tech the
week before.
The Bucs who have yet to
produce a conference victory
were idle last weekend. In their
last start, they tied Murray 6-6
In a quagmire.
The final contest matches
another winless team, Austin
Peay, with fast Improving
Murray State. The Racers have
beaten Middle, tied East
Tennessee and beat Eastern in
their last three games.
The Governors, meanwhile,
have lost six straight and are well
overdue for a win. Since their
first game, they have only
wound up with plus rushing
yardage three times.
Against Northwood (Mich.)
last week, Austin Peay totaled
167 yards, 87 on the ground.
They lost the game 17-14 on a
fourth period field goal.
Current conference and
overall standings are as follows:
Team

ovc

Western
Tenn. Tech
Middle Tenn.
Murray
Eastern
Morehead
East Tenn.
Austin Peay

WLT
500
310
310
221
230
2SO
031
050

ALL
WLT
530
610
530
331
431
430
061
160

